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NUMBER 41

GALLUP, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY, JUNE 2, 1923

!rnrnr!JTr"P rmnm r-- ? TAIIin
Amcnj "Hch-Up- "
UllELtEOlhtU LLVLiW W
Ctvuht by Officers
When an American citizen, a man
among the "higher ups" is caught
violating the Volstead Act, we note
that the courts dont show much mercy. There may be some excuse for
foreigners and unnaturalized citizens
to violate the Constitution of the
United States but for an American, no
matter whether a native American or
naturalised citizen to violate the fundamental authority of our nation, then
tha nana in on a of ahame Soma mv
that the law works so that prohibi
tion oixicers maae goats oi ioreign-er- a
only, but we notice that the courts
are making examples of
"higher' ups," as the following, Los
Angeies win snow;
irtS. ANfiF.l.FS Mar 2fiWhen
federal dry agents called upon E. M.
Linton at the Salt Lake hotel, Mr.
Linton met them with smiles on his

Y O RK GOVERNOR
IIOGTIXD BY A STRING
CP ORATORY LASTING
SEVERAL IS3UR3

K2W

ALBANY, N. Y., May 31

ner Smith today listened, inscrutable
f feature but attentive to a flood of
ratory for and aaginst. hia signing
the MuL
f the legislative repeal of
itate prohibtion enforcement
act For four houn and thirty-fou- r
an-Ga- ge

e,
minutes, with- one
ipeakera in turn presented their
arguments.
When both sides had talked their
fill and weighted him. down with
briefs, the governor walked silently
from the room without having betray- face.
ed by a single gesture or a word the
"Well, cents, what can I do for
answer to the momentous question: you?" he inquired.
"Will he sign or veto?"
"How about a little Scotch 7" asked
His decision will be announced the agents.
some time between tonight and midLinton shook his head sorrowfully.
re"Vnn'vA insit. ton lata f solo1 mv last.
night Sunday, at which hour the
peal bill will automatically die, if the bottle of Scotch not an hour ago," he
"But I've got some nice gin
.' said.
governor does not act
Tha great importance of the deci- here, or I can let vou have some ele
sion he is to make was driven home gant brandy cheap."
The agents bought some or each.
by speakers for both sides with all
T. In ton went direptlv hefore Juifoe
the ferror and earnestness at their
W P James enteref n npnl of miilt.v
command.
The principal arguments of the and was sentenced to six months in
enemies of the repeal, who numbered the Orange county jail.
"First time in my life I ever sold
about 30 speakers, were that to sign
the measure would be to turn loose to strnii(rpr. and limit what hannened
on the state a rapacious gang of boot- to me," the unlucky bootlegger de
clared as ne received his "jolt."
leggers, bandits and crooks of every
description; to nullify the 18th
amendment; to "secede" from the
union and to deprive the federal government of the most powerful instruAs Now
ment now being used to enforce prohibition.
WARWTKfiTflN TV C. T)u runn
The principal arguments of the President Harding's decision not to
whose
speaking
proponents of repeal,
of the press the issue of joining the world
strength about matched that Mullan-Gagin the eyes of polie court is apparent
opponents, were that the
tical experts here. The overwhelming
act ought to be repealed bethat the senate, as now com
cause it subjected persons accused of support would
posed,
give the plan h it were
jeo"double
to
law
the
dry
violating
ex- put to a vote today, is reason, they as
was
that
it
in
the
courts;
pardy"
sert.
clusively the government's functions
A recent survey in which the puband
that
to enforce prohibition
or privately expressed opinions
licity
of
the
burden
shouldering part of the
on the matter were tabsenators
of
government entailed an unnecessary ulated indicates that, should the plan
and useless expense.
sev-.- ..
approximately
go to a vote now,
.
..
.
.
a
senators would vote I or II.
Only nine would be expected to vote
DEPLORABLE ACT
against it. The stand of thirteen sen- itnn la in HnuKf hut. it is nnintad out.
-

inter-lad-

five-minu- te

'

"

A.

World Court Plan
Stands
It

'

.

entv-tfire-

a.

AND UNAMERICAN

LEGION MEN
ACTION
WHEN INSULT IS GIVEN
TO AMERICAN COLORS ,

AMERICAN

TAKE
.

SWIFT

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M May 30.
soldiers of! the American
Legion, prompt to resent any discourtesy to the flag or to the Grand
Army, yesterday arrested three boys
in their late teens who descreated
s,
the memorial to the sailors and
which was cast adrift on the
.
Rio Grande river.
A group of men and boys were
swimming in the river below the
'bridge. When the Grand Army, the
Women's Relief Corps, the American
Legion and other organizations went
to the bridge to honor the nation's
marines and sailors who gave their
lives for their country, these men and
boys hid themselves in the bushes.
When the little bark, containng flow,
era and flying flags, floated down
the stream, the men and boys jumped in and seized it. They threw the
flowers into the river and tow the
flag from small craft.
The young soldiers, seeing-- what
had been done, gave chase. The men
Daniel
got away, but Juan Garcia,
Guitierrez ana, Aiirea uuuenc n
placed in the
captured. They weremen
said last
county jail, Legion
curcum-stancnight that they hope thiswill result
which is deplorable,
in an opportuity to teach patriotism
to the boys and men of the communthat line
ity whose instruction along
They
seems to have been limited.
were arexpect the three boys who
by
rested to be given such a lecture
will never
Judge Hickey that they
flag,
forget to honor the American
and if there is a law under whcih
the Legion mtfn
they can be punished,
the
given some
boys
have
to
expect
,
real punishment.
.

?

mar-'ine-

"

e,

''
W. P. Digg

1.

i

1

J

have any effect in the outcome of such
a vote.
Of course, any such survey may
prove inaccurate and the opinions of
some of the senators might change
hfnr a vot. but the noli shows the
world court fight won as lar as tne
upper bouse is concernea.
The survey shows, the senators lined
up about as follows:
For the Court 73
Republicans, 37 Ball, DeL; Bur- sum, N. M.; uameron, Ariz.; wipper,
Colt.. R. I. Couzens. Mich.:
KaTin
Cummina, Iowa.; Curtis, Kans.; Dill
ingham, Vt; Edge, . J.; fciains, w.
Va.; Ernst, Ky.; Fernald, Me.; Fess,
Ohio; Greene, Vt.; Gooding, Idaho;
Hale, Me.; Harreld, Okla.; Jones,
Wash.; Keyes, N. H.: Lenroot, wis.;
Mc- McLean, Conn.; McNary, Ore.;

Nnrbeck. S. D.: Oddie.
Vixlov
Reed, Pa.; Short- Phipps.'Colo.;
Nev.;
Utan; opencer,
Smoot,
ridge, Calif.;
Mo.; Stanfield, Ore.; Sterling, S. D.;
Warfe worth, ir.. N. Y.s Warren. Wyo.;
Weller, Md.; Willis, Ohio.
Democrats, 36 Adams, xio.;
Ariz.; Bayard, Del.; Broussard,
La.; Bruce, Md.; Caraway, Ark.;
Copeland, N. Y.; Dial, S. C; Edwards,
N. J.J Fletcher, Fla.; Ferris, Mich.;
T
HIhss. Va.! Harris. Ga.;
Harrison, Miss.; Heflin, Ala.; Jones,
N. M.; Kendrick, Wyo.; King, Utah;
Neely, W. Va.;
Tenn.;
McKeller,
Pitt-maOverman, N. C; Owen, Okla.;
Nev.; Ransdell, La.; Ralston,
Ark.; Sheppard, Tex.; Simons, N. C;
Smith, S. U.; Stanley, n.y.; oiepnens,
Miss.; Swanson, Va.; Trammel!, Fla.;
Underwood, Ala.; Walsh, Mont.
Against the Court 9
Til

as-hur- st,

r

n,

,

Republicans Borah, Idaho;

Brand- -

inu

inrn KrooKnan. la.: rranci,
N. D.; Johnson, Calif.; La.; Follette,
Wis.; Moses, N. n.
Democrats Reed, M.; Shields,
;
Tenn.- -'
Doubtful
13,
ReDublicans Howell, Neb.; Ladd,
v n . TaHd-- Mrs McCormick. 111.:

'

Norris, Neb.; Pepper, Pa.; Watson,
Ind.
Ga.;
Democrats George,
Dill,
Wash.; Mayfield, Texas, Tex.; Wheel
Mont.; Waisn, Mass;
Marshal W. P. Dlggs had two cases er,Farmer-Labor
Shipstead, Minn
In John ..Schauer's court Monday
l
'or
both
morning,
-- LATEST OIL NEWS
fic laws, une ienow
It
appeared
in
recently
Sat this fellow" had
Lockhart well No. 1, four
and
miles south of Gallup, is now
to Gallup from St h Louia,
saS that he had parked s car just
down 1100 feet and in the Man-co- s
Sch-iu'
shale formation.
as they do in St. Louis. Judge
informed him that he was now
Creek well for the
Miguel
St Louis-- and
Midwest, north of Grants, is
living in Galtap-- not
now 910 feet and in a brown
ne must find out what our traffic
shale formation. After the
laws Bay, and obey them.
car
hia
.
The other fellow had left
showing of oil in the Mesa Verstreet
de sand, water was struck at
standing near the middle of the
near one of the theatres, while he
785 feet and this water sand
had visited tha theatre. He was given
went to a depth of 80 feet This
well will be cemented to cut of f
lecture, and let to.
Marshal Digga said that he had
water and furnish a dry
the
talked and talked to people, and from
hole.
do
to
breakers
an
going
now on law
soma of the talking thanuatvta.

Marshal

After Violators
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SCHOOLS of town and Capt. Young pronounced
Hir.Hlthe landing place as ideal.
Capt. Young's visit was one of

r
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A.ARTH irMiK.S
VOLTAGE

USED

,,
VAbir,

WIRE,

Fort Wneat,
ficial tripg
j,.
DROPS INTO CROWD
fARTKSSNT ACTIVIT1SS K2.V1E.WLU; WHUU. IUfclin Gallup he visited wHh his brother
CoL John H. Young, the two brothers
TEACHERS WILL SPEND VACATIONS
MARTINEZ.
Calif. Mav 30. A
having not seen each other in eight horse was killed, a grass fire startI
rm
1
vx.n
I
n
years.
lives endan- ei.l 1
jit ixnxMumr,
ITant. ed and more than 1,000
TTvMa.A
M acac
ino i.ti
aapArta)
openijer oeuoimine,
uaiiup ocnoow are very prouaiuon
of the record of attendance during Richard Fujii, Alfred Gurule, J. J. Young on a visit to Mine No. 5, and varad hara toilav. whan a firtno annail
using ball ammunition, fired over the
The follow Lonar. Tom Moore. Frank Uveda.
the term just closed.
otner citizens oi uauup, ana tne
a
Wfi
graves of the soldier dead in a Mem.
w
cnevron:
in
juiy-inre- e
iviwnen.
Aiex
numoer,
extended
to
of Fort Wingate
pupiis,
gingieschool wishes to thank tfce
orial day ceremony, and cut down
are being presented certificates,
Capt young. every possible courtesy two electric wires each carry 11,000
Slowing that they were neither tar- - public and especially the Kiwanis
official maps were made of Fort volts.
Club for the very liberal support giv- dy nor absent during the term,
wingate and of Gallup. These maps The wires struck the horse, killn
en
Athletics
in
the
to
ndasecnooi
past
nif
furnished , the War Depart- win
ing it and fell on many .of the hunthem that this support will mem
'Vv ava w tt aaa 11 mt vim wui IVIIf UH sures
at nr.v:
X
L AX
rvasmnguin.
dreds of automobiles parked outside
rilla r,tilln Jnhn fSvamln. Vath.
Mr. Tom Laden was appointea oi- - the cemetaryv
While the fire deEva Cory, Rachel Diggs, How Gallup'a Teachers Will
Clarke,
ryn
so
machine
that
the
of
ficial
guard
Tr.
- .1 i
w
f
l
tx
r
was responding to the
raamie dvans, jonn rreaerica raws,
Spend Their Vavation Capt. Young and his pilot could De partment
alarm sent in when the tall
David D. Fallis, Jr., Harry Jacobson,
vaa Kr
nviivvia V1VOVU .UUj mtV kll free to visit in Gallup during the RtarteH to hnrn. there was a grass
nanic
with the Eight Grade Commencement
Dora Lynn,- - Horace Moses.
here.
the automobilists and the 1,- among
at the High School Auditorium. For stay
Eight Grade
Capt. Young was invited to
uuu spectators and many were siigni-l- y
XTnlfai
Virttr Antrolo Hfiininl "Will- - tne nrst time in the
history of our Gallun during the Intef Tribal In- injured.
iam Wilson, Robert Wilson, Romeo schools there will be a summer ses- i1id
Raid
he
rWamofiinl anil
that
Tha fall of tha wires created such
Cicci.
sion for conditioned nunils. An. would request the War Department
among the spectators
pandemonium
il
nouncement is made elsewhere in this to allow mm to come idbcki atl inai
Seventh Grade
.
.
mai it iirsi appeareu uo ilhiuuk" a
Maronrpf .Trkhnantl PiArina Tlaraln. paper.
time.
A cordon
follow.
would
serious
panic
Miss Jennie Morse and Miss Annie
Catherine Floyd, Libro Ferreri,
Capt. Young's trip was made from nf volunteers hold the crowd back
flivprolfv Roderick Cicci. Her Pnrlcpr hnva hoan amnlnvad In. n vi San
Antonio to Del Rio in 85 min
the current had been cut off.
bert Masters, Donald Moses.
eight weeks term beginning Monday utes, Del Rio to Marfa in 130 min- until
June 4th. At the expiration of this utes, Marfa t oEl Paso in 100 min- The grass fire was quickly extinSixth Grade miss Burks
Pete Biavi. Julia Novak, Thelma term each expects to spend her va- utes Fl Paso to Albuaueraue in 140 guished. finnnened
that ball ammun
How it
cation in a well earned rest or in vis minutes, Albuquerque to Gallup in
James.
of blank cartridges was
instead
ition
Fifth and Sixth Miss Faircloth
iting.
110 minutes.
used in the firing had not been exMrs. Anna Boyd left Friday for
Alfred Eulkley, Annie Zanairdi.
o
plained tonight.
Miss
Fifth
Foster
Fayetteville, Arkansas, to spend the
a
Citizen
T.lnvifl .Tnnaa- - Mart.ha f!hnvP7. An. summer there.
Miss Thresa Foster will leave soon
tonia Hernandez, Mary Stalick, Earl
by
KODert for Oakland, California.
She exKooert rMasters,
Harrington,
a
i
3:
i
Den
to
school
attend
and
to
attend
rreaaie
pects
smun,
Magnee, weiqon
of District
TtiiriTiir ' last, session
tha msetinir of tha National FHiira.
Moore.
and
Holloman
presiding,
Sheriff T.on Mvera with Denuties
Fourth Miss Feaster
tion Association which will be held court, Judge
A lav at UaKland and San Francisco dur- with special agent oi tne reaerai Jennings and Poe raided the Arizona
.Tnhn ViHol Ron HemB7l(i7.
Government present, a number of
house last Saturday night
Golino, Anthony George, Gabino Es- ing the first week in July.
for citizenship were ex rooming
Mian Vnv Rnrlra ovnaftja a ant-aand hauled in a bunch of gamblers.
trada.
and
were
some
approved
amined,
When the officers entered the place
Third and Fourth Miss Digga
one of the. summer schools in Calif
and some reiuseu. the
some continue
lights were turned off in the room
ornia to which place she expects to Since that
Hugh Masters.
comheard
have
we
time
Third Miss Barker
where the games were in progress.
go this week.
an to the verv strict and exact Tho
ments
officers went into the room
Miaa Ann Faircloth will attend the
Caroline Massey
examinations by the court. The where the gamblers were busy with
First Miss Brown
Berkeley University for the Summer ing
no
to
criticism
has
Galup Herald
Frederick Dietzmart.
chips made of rubber and a poker
Session.
and our only comment is that our game was
Miss Bessie Weir left Saturday for
going on. The money disKindergarten Miss Weir
.,.--f.
ran nnt ha inn exartinf in the
Leo Marra.
her home at Gladstone, Illinois, and examination of applications for citi appeared, but when Sheriff Myers
had made a search without finding
Opportunity Room Miss Randolph expects to remain with her parents
zenship. We believe tnat our courts any money, he knocked the hat from
Lucia Rivera, Elisa Gonzales, Fe- there.
should exercise every precaution so the head of a Jap, and the money
Miss Esther Divelbliss, with her !,
lipe Rivera.
mav be. DrOOerlv
nv DAvamment
ti" " " fell over the floor.
Third Grade Miss Parsons
for
left
Braymer, viinw
Saturday
mother,
that no good citizen may The
protected,
Madeline Menini.
home.
former
their
They be denied
gamblers were in Judge Schau
Missouri,
ao
ana
equaiiy
citizensnip
Second Miss Vanderwagen
court
er's
will visit with relatives during the
Monday Morning ana
be
prefnnlifn't. cet nwnv from the charee.
in August to important that
return
Frank Berta.
and
vacation
of
the
citizens
vented from becoming
'
Summer Session
even when they tried to make it ap
Aztec, New Mexico, where Miss
United States.
Tha ftallnn Ephnnl in this vear of- will teach next year.
of
Judge pear that they were just playing ior
In keeping with the policy
lawn rr a summer session to pupus
Three of our teachers, Misses Holloman
the examination of the "drinks," cigars, etc. Judge.
towards
assessed a fine of $10 and
who are conditioned in their work Katherine Brown, Olive Digga and
onniipanta' for oitizenshiri we ntfte fifVifliipr
Two of the regular faculty, Mises Lois Randolph will be in Flagstaff,
cost against the players, suspended
vuiura
oi
Federal
that
Byrnes
Judge
Jennie Morse and Annie Barker, Arizona for the ten weeks Summer
rith a Etrono1 lecture to each one.
have been employed for this work School, Miss Brown is taking work in
the following
ner
as
..'t;eyi
and the same standard courses will the University of Arizona and Miss
then f nied the place keeper $58, and
In
sen
28.
r.nn
Mav
n
VJ UAJWV,
,
1dittput
w.v.
J
be afforded as are offered during Diggs and Miss Randolph are to confine against the dealer oi add,
to jau
tencine-- a naturalized citizen
. viiat.incr
both
fines were paid
me regular wm.
tinue work, in the Northern Ariz- ana
D
Thn nrnrlr will ha trivPTl for but ona Normal School.
lining inm ucovu
Now that the sheriffs depart- amendment to the
the
Eighteenth
4th
and
half days beginning June
T
T..J- -.
Miss Mabel Parsons, Principal of
a!
l?.ito Svmes. tnervt has ahollt cleaned UD the DOOt- No
weeks.
onTitinninir fnr eicht
the Washington Building will spend sitine in the United States district Meggers, more attention will be given
tuition will be charged and all pup the summer at Valley Ranch, New court
here today at tne opening ur to gamuieia. xiic pwin-j- v w.. the
ils conaitionea in tneir wont are Mexico, returning to Gallup with her
court, told the iffs department is to enforce
term ofii.- that
SDrine
the
.
.
i
"M
a Bher- - uu
it
il.
imev in
at the opening of the Fall nnsoner
.......
urged to attend.
mother
.
.v maintain
vne
Derore
" do
While this movement is new in Term.
a
I
office
says
to
for
house,
so,
play
iffs
within
power
were
.
my
-- th
...
(1T
i
to.
Gallup it is by no means a novelty
Miss Hazel Arthur plans to attend WOUld
w
IOU
i
myern.
buwuiiuj
you.
snenil
deport
tne
Colorado.
for almost all oi
and
progressive normal school at Gunison,
of
county
constitution
the
enforce
the
swore to abide by
towns and cities of the country now
am coins' to live UD
Miss Mary Vanderwagen ljexuirns .,
ci.i aim here vnn are VA.n orA T continued
.i.j owi
yD..
iii
afford like opportunity to their child- - L0 Zuni New Mexico, where her par-ren-. tne unneu
the snerlll.
one of its tenets, to my oath,"
violating
openly
an
of
in the nature
Although
o
Leadenta
reside
of
m,e prisoner. Harry Carey
Vamm ;
hl,a fall" TA
'v Mm.
Miss May Bement is expecting to
,
CXyKl linen iici c n hiub
sentenced to sixty Knock
Blow
mend itseii to me peopie anu wcuuic ipend part of the summer in the em- fined
$250 and costs.
Rnd
a permanent feature of our school ploy of one of the large publishing
1
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Raid Gambling
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Scholarship meoai Again
Won By Miss Helen Brown
The scholarship medal presented

V.. 4ko HJnwnn'a

Tlllh

for

hln

the

.

.

v"" oimwi;
jirs. i;naries rnena,
d
rt of the gummer with

11C1

Darents

in Oregon.

Barney Oldfield
Passed Thru Gallup

Prin. Chas. Jo. Kedicx ana lamuy
world famous
nUfielH.
w.-- --,
est scholarsnip in aiciviniey wumj left Sunday for Las Vegas wnere
Helen
Miss
through Gallup the
High School was won by is the sec? Mr. xv-Redick will again be instructor Barney, passed
This
i niworoitw
At the other Hav enroute from Los Angeles
- xt
11UVVU V
He was driving a
ond medal won by Miss Helen during end of the Summer term they will to Indianapolis
nav- roadster.
Barney knew
fccnooi,
mexco
JNew
in
ior
three
her
jviarmon
Hign
years
motor to Cloudcrolt,
...
where he was going therefore he was
relatives
ing receiveo me same uunu.
&olbt00k
by such d0pe
The school desires to express es
Club
for Rockport, Indiana, as "you can't go m Gallup-ro- ads
appreciation to the Woman's
left
Saturday
for this encouragement to excellence - where they will visit ior a iew
irapiuc.
His register showed the following
in scholarship. Such reward is a pro- after which Mr.Atkinson will enter
and several
i...
summer
tne
Left Los Angeles at 7 A. M.
time:
for
iv
Slirmuua
Indiana
per
University
students this year earned very high term.
May 18, arrived Gallup 6 P. M., May
nr- - W Tr Hrori ew win aitenu wic
19; arrived in Kansas uty at o r. m..,
grades in an attempt to seciue n
during the Mav 21: arrived in Indianpolis 8 P.
honor.
.
.
.
University of NewonrlMexico
anend his Short M., May 24. .
n
Athletic Awards
cA..jnn
Hiirh Schools at
n.tr!1 Pnnntw
Colorado, where
at
vacation
Durango,
of tr?e term 1920 reor- he is interested in a Dusmees
the begianig
A
.
TO AUTO OWNERS
A.l.ln4
uu . aanMatinn And, - lctrc
us
eanizea
to- OIrnas since it,.
w.
uibk n"o nntiniien
Miss Elizabeth Condon will Visit
Probably 35 to 40 percent
fer to its studente an opportunity in Los Angeles for a short time and
of the owners of motor ve- '
to participate in iooidbji anu
in Berkeley university, "avdo
work
hicles of New Mexico have
The progress made in these er she expects to visit her home in
. in. Koon vprv eratuying Knoxville, Tennessee.
made no attempt to secure 1923
i....
license plates.
hV forward to the most Miss Myrtle lay ior wiu reiun.
When I was elected sheriff
rrum
wAfir wpvt vear.
n
SUCvCBolui w
soon to unawanooga,
successof
to
McKinley county I accepted
in
.1920
humble beginning
a short visit with her parents going
of
all
the responsibilty that goes
something
1923
is
Univerin
ful teams
- from there to Northwestern
with the office, including the
which we may be proud but the spir- sity for the summer school.
enforcement of all the laws remill motor
nv
aeveiopeu
it . ofi the school
MISS Marian vwuwivV
MfiVt mnffl.
thereto.
'
.a-j- .l
lating
attend
to
and
expects
Atnieucs is wuiwi
Califorian
..
with the morning
Beginning
of excellence in athle-- - to
tnere
t.c
aunng
schools
Recognition
the
nre- one of
of June 1, 1293, there will be no
:.
iat woar hv the worn
Summer term.
.
let up in going after owners
nf:- -.
lUauHe H'ensrer leaves buuii
sentation of the letter G, to be who
Btudents
and operators of motor vehicles
This year for Kevser, West Virginia toyisit
all have complied with
i until
coveted
honor.
Tihe
won
.
..
her parents.
the law in securing license
are indicated by adding a Mrs. JS. M. Bivans wu um."u
.rvron
the
plates.
work in the Southern Branch of AnAll owners and operators of
in
Los
California
of
Student row
htt. University
motor vehicles in McKinley
On recommenaawon
.
J- ai.- county will please take noticennAr,tr awards nave
r .lll ArXiTO.v
iviiv""'
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Miss
with
Elizabeth uryaen, where she will visit for a short time.
Tetters. Girls:
Respectfully,
to atiend a few weeks in
Vlritinia Brewis, Hazel Graf, fcdna ol.
LOU MYERS,
Horrocka.
at the Ellison White Conser
...
study
Sheriff.
MitLetters, Boys: Genua Baird,Frank vatory at rortiana, uregon,
from there to caxer, wreguu
chell Cory, Harry fecobson,
visit with her mother
Mapei, way ncaw
?gr
Japanese law requires that all
Mr. White will remain In Gallup
age, Francis Real.
land must be cultivated.
suitable
to
n
hia
wiui-rysummer.
Owing
Letter and Chevron, Girls:
during the
Clarke, Frankie Clarke, Margar- tive committee oi we dwww
Of course work doesn't kill anybody,
absence as a member of the legUla-et Siau.
but it's often Ttry ajuoytag.
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Out
For The Judge

When Judge Holloman was here
and hearing applications for citizenship, there was one applicant who
knocked the Judge off his block, so to speak. A woman was Demg questioned, and said that she didn't object
to her husband being interested in a
house of prostitution.
There are many others, some of
whom are naturalized, and some who
are born Citizens who don't object to
houses of prostitution, and some are,
men and some are women.
Civilization is still groping about
in darkness and many people with uncivilized ideas are the gropers.
.

o

Big Shrine Picnic

For June 10th

R. G. Webb, chairman of the en
tertainment committee, invites all
Mflvnna and their families to enjoy
the big annual Shrine picnic to be
given at Fort Wingate June 10th.
All who will attend snoum notiiy u.
W. Boise so that plenty eats and
drinks will be provided. Horace
Moses is president, and Mr. Moses de
sires this picnic to De atienaeu uy mi
Masons and their families. Besides
f refreshments for the OCCa- .Vt.i
pjd.trjr
y
dancing for
sion, there will be
those who enjoy dancing. Anu uou t
Boise.
forget to notify D. W.
all-da-

0

Texas Governor
Vetoed All Bills
AUSTIN,. Tex., May 31 Governor
inAair vetoed all the general
xt.
appropriation bills passed by the last
legislature. The appropriations ag;
gregate $39,000,000.
The governor's message stated that
the appropriation exceeded by eight
int.. .JnlloM tha availahlA ravanuaa.
and that he considered it his consti
tutional duty to veto the measurea
and give the legislature an opportunity to reconsider such bCa so tie
state may be kept on a paying basis.
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VTWS a fortunate woman who bears
tbe name of Margaret or any of
its many derivatives, for It has its
origin in the most delicate fantasy,
The name Is derived from the Persian
and Is assigned the pearl as Its own
particular jewel, the idea originating
from tbe beauteous notion that the
oyster, rising to the surface of the
water at night and opening Its shell
la adoration, received In Its mouth a
drop of dew congealed by the moonbeams Into a pure pale gem.
Because a peart of price la associated
with the pearly gates of the Celestial
City, Margaret has been the nam
given to ' Innumerable saints In the
various countries of the world. Cre-

RURAL ROUTES
The number of postoffices in the
United States has decreased 160
since July 1, 1922. The present num
ber of postoffices is 51,787.- This is
a decrease of over 25,000 from the
highest number of postoffices in the
history of the U. S. postal service.
The peak was reached in 1902 when
there were 76,945. The reduction
since then has been due to the establishment of rural routes which has
resulted in the abolition of smaller
postoffices.
-

Besides, it's an awful pity to sieze
the Rhine bank when it's about the
only bank the Germans have that
isn t on the point of collapsing.
Boston Traveler.
,
o

There is a type of man that prays,
"Lead us not into temptation," and
then rushes out to see if
isn't around who will try to somebody
do it

Marjorle, Malsle, Madge, Meg, Mag
gie, Peggy, and May are some of the
English contractions of Margaret The
French Margot and the Spanish Mar
garita and the Italian Gblta also are
derivatives.
Tennyson has Immortalized tbe name
In his exquisite poem:
O sweet pale Margaret,
O rare pale Margaret.
What lit four eyea with tearful power,
Like moonlight on a falling shower?
Who lent you, love, your mortal dower
Of pensive thought and anpect pale,
Your melancholy aweet and trail
?
A perfume of the
cuckoo-dower-

A fairy shield your Oenlus made
And gave you on your natal day.
Tour sorrow, only sorrow's shads,

WESTERN BLOOMER GIRLS
VS.
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Mr. C. E. Baker, of the Western in the very front rank, where they will
Bloomer Girls' Base Ball Club is in stand season after season as the only
the city making arrangements for the real champion ladies' base ball club
first appearance of the Western of the world.
Bloomer Girls' Base Ball Club in GalAs the twentieth century grows oldlup with Gallup Greys which will be er we find that physical culture has
Grounds taken . a great advance, especially
Monday, June 11th, at
ball park.
among the fairer sex. We note in
General Agent Baker states that in these modern times that some of our
s
introducing this club! of
best athletes are women. The up-tplayers to the public in general he date girl can ride a bicycle, play tenwishes it to be understood that they nis, row a boat,
and. in
play
do not travel with the intention of there is no outdoor golf. in thesefact
adsport
drawing crowds, just through the nov- vancing times that the fair madams of
elty of ladies playing ball, but really this glorious univerese cannot accom
draw the people through their ability plish. A great many people will sav
to play a wonderful interesting, ex- I am in error in mentioning the fact
citing and scientific game of ball, and that women can play all outdoor
when taken in consideration that the sports. There is our irreat National
Western Bloomer Girls are composed game for instance. How
peo
of young ladies, the games they play ple win say, "i never saw many
a woman
more
are all the
remarkable.. Kate who could play base ball." To those
Becker is the star lady pitcher of the people who doubt
young ladies can
world, and is supported by a team play base ball, I wish to state that I
composed of the very best players at one time was under the same imthat money can hire, who in them- pression until I witnessed a game
selves are each a star player, making played by the Western Bloomer Girls'
the strongest organization of its kind Base Ball Club. This club of
lady
ever organized. There have been other players do play a remarkable game
base
ball
clubs
but
lady
they have of ball, and to those people that doubt
come and they have gone. Their life ladies can
play ball, I wish to state,
the
diamond
was one of do not fail to witness the game of ball
upon
green
short duration. They came and tried on Monday, June 11th, at Fair Ground
to
all other competitors, but Ball Park, when the famous Western
like the present slang phrase, they had Bloomer Girls will
one of the
to "go away back and sit down," leav- most interesting andplay
exictinff games
ing the original Western Bloomer ever witnessed in Gallup with Gallup
Girls to stand in all their greatness Greys Ball team.

fair

high-clas-

o-

'

out-riv- al

trHltar

Treatf antf

soar-face-

finders.

Southwestern Motor Co,
Watson Motor Co.

No man or woman who would win
success and the good opinion of hit
or her friends, can hope to do so
without first overcoming his or her

dun. leal

degrading habits.
To do this there must be formed
the practice of mental watchfulness
with a will power behind It capable
of moving always In the right direc

Mass

far tMna Trad"

tion.
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Production
Of Nash

The fixed disposition to do a thing
w
fmni nnniAMtia MffkanHMrinsi Tr I
Is by such a process that good or bad
CaTS
customs are formed, which ultimately
take to the bright hilltops or down
Mav was the biesrest month in the
we aarn vauey oi raiiure ana au- - History of the Nash Motors company.
iMmawa

couragement
One of tbe zood habits to form In
youth Is that of attention, especially
In regard
to srivlra from narenti.
who know from experience what Is
needed for the stimulation of grow
ing minds.
This applies with like force to
everybody In all stations of life, and
especially to those who are dependent
oa others.
Tbe habit of crlvlns intense atten- tlon to orders, however trivial, and
nmemherln them when tha tlmn ar.
rives for their execution, marks the
difference between the competent and
the Incomoetent.' the foolish, and the
u
.k-- 1
a

a,--

Shipments for the first half of Mar
totaled 3,018 cars, the production sche- duled for the month calling for 6,000

icars.

uvea
wiiii snipmencs
ior ine
month of 6,000 cars we will not meet
the full demand," said E. H. McCar- ty, general sales manager of the Nash
Motors company. "As a matter of
fact, we have orders from dealers for
nearly 2,000 cars in excess of the May
production schedule. Demand for the
Nash products has increased so rani- Uy ht throughout the entire spring,
eacn ltlontn fias eclipsed all previous
production and
re?ords in Pint

A"
L
l"asn

servitude and those who are destined

"t

six months last year
motors snipped practically as

year'of

Ta

total shipmerTts
:
i
n
j.u,. every our total shipments from
cry iwi nnwu
iHuuauw,
Januarv 1
.
mm..
1
VI
bad habit reprehensible.
twos. March of this year
i,
wjuiy
was the biggest month in the com
(0 br MoClnra Navavapw Sradleata.)
'feared centralization of power in
O
,
Reverses
pany's history up to that time; then
Washington.
along came April and shattered the
As a substitute he thought that a
His
March record and now May producTHE ROMANCE OF WORDS
scheme of government trunk lines
tion will eclipse April and will out
with divergent lines owned by the
strip May, 1922, which has stood as
vanous states might be worked out.
"GYPSY
the company's largest month.
Mr. Byran said that his founds
"The fact that demand for Nash
mental position on the rate question
as America was named
cars this year is spread pretty genJUST
was expressed in the democratic platfor an explorer who bad no
erally throughout the country is a
form as written by him 24 years ago
gratifying feature of the present sitright to the honor, and the "turas follows:
uation. A year ago this was not the
key" (French dinde or poulet
"Private monopoly is intolerable
case, for at that time a number of sechalls
d'Inde. Indian chicken)
tions of the country had not really be.
and indefensible.'
from the Western hemisphere
gun to return to a noraml condition so
Touching on bloc in congress Mr,
Instead of the eastern, the name
far as general business conditions
Bryan said there was nothing new in
"gypsy" is applied on account
were concerned.- Backward spots now
such a term, that there had been
of the early belief that these
are few and far between."
blocs friendly to financial interests
oribad
tribes
their
wandering
In anticipation. of a heavy demand
long before the term was used and
In
gin
Egypt Instead of from a
for the Nash product this year plant
that those bloc always were on the
more distant land. When these
extensions have been made at the four
job. The term "bloc" member, he
migratory people made their apcylinder car factory and have about
said now merely means a man who
been completed at the Nash closed
pearance In England at the begested government ownership then, represents his constituents.
of the Fifteenth, cenworks in Milwaukee.
This will
ginning
body
He had been made very happy, he
but that now he feared centralization
even greater production facili
mean
their
dark
tury,
complexions
I
of power, in Washington. God, he said, continued, by the triumphs of reform
ties during: the summer and fall,
and
foreign speech, coupled
did not make men good enough to in the last 25 years the greatest per
months.
with their admitted knowledge
withstand the temptations of monopol iod of human progress in all the ages,
o
of black arts supposed to be
He said he thought the added joy had
istic control.
t indigenous to Egypt, led to their
succeeded
as
he
his
in
.
presidential
Recalling that he had been a re
designation as "Gyptlans," and
former for 42 years, Mr. Bryan said pirations', would! be more than he
It
was
In
natural
could
He
recalled
stand.
that he first
only
that,
for 35 years he had been actively in
time, this should be shortened
terested in the transportation prob- was a presidential candidate 27 years
Into the slightly more euphonGallup Elks will have charee of the
lems.
ago and that he since had lived an
ious
Flag Day exerciseB, June 14, and the
It was 24 years ago, he explained, active life.
"gypsy" the name by
o
Gallup Sunday school classes, and all
which they have been known
that he had suggested government
bodies and citizens are invited to take
There never seem to be any tacks
ever since.
ownership as a possible solution of the
part. Some prominent speaker will
transportation problem although he on the road to destruction.
"Bohemians," the French apbe invited to deliver an address for
pellation for gypsies, involves
the occasion, and it is honed that
an error similar to the English
good interest will be shown by our
these tribes being taken by
A errand parade will be
citizenship.
the common people of France to
I
formed and the Day will be generally
Q
be the expelled Hussites of Boobserved.
hemia. In. the German "Zlegeu-ner- "
no
Indication of
there Is
It must be terribly irritatinff to
the
the land from which they were
children of lisrht to
rwwss law. ft ivw"e,
s 1
W I ! presumed to have come, but,
think that so many children of darkOmsV itrw wi
ness appear so happy.
Instead, a typically Teutonic bit
of
bluntness
for
"Zlegeuner"
uTlt
T
susm. pw.
Is a slight contraction of
miois,cmuj,
r-5a STw
T
J
AtraSL- - DrHo MSlness
or "roaming thieves.'
(A br tha Wbmlar Sjradlcats, Inc.)

Bryan

day-tim-

A broad sense, habit may bo
of conscious or
persistence.
Some habits are opposed to nobis
tTowtn, such as Indolence, mdifference
to lofty Impressions, forgetfnlnesa, tbe
acquirement .of ragged tempers, vul
gar speech, failure to adapt one's self
g
'o aew circumstances,
sad the common habit of thinking evil
of one's friends and neighbors, .
There are hundreds of such habits
onlcb are opposed to the development
of tae best there Is In us, ruinous
alike to oar future careers and contentment.
By following a train of wrong Ideas
gala and again, wo gradually lest
oar ability to distinguish evil from
fault-findin-

Keeps real sorrow far away.
By wearing ber natal stone, the
pearl, the bearer of the name Margaret
will fulfill the promise of tbe gods
which gives ber purity, charm, and
affability. Monday should be her lucky
day and 7 her lucky number. To
dream of pearls signifies faithful
friends, for the wearer of that particular gem.
CHICAGO, May 26. One of the
S or the Wtaaaler eradicate, las.)
greatest battles between American
capital and those who claim to chamMost people like dogs and cats, pion
the public got under way tonight
and a man feels complimented if he's when the La Follette railroad
conferwoman
called a "sly dog," but no
ence voted itself permanent and nat
feels the same way if she's called "a ional and threw down a challenge to
sly cat."
the interstate commerce commission
and all the chambers of commerce of
If the average man could appear the United States.;
as handsome in evening clothes as
William Jennings Bryan in a re
the men in the pictures, he'd wear
markable
speech before the conven
e.
in
them
tion said he did not like to think of
A fool and his money are' soon government ownership, but was afraid
it might be forced on the country.
owned by the fake stock salesman.
Reversing his position of Z4 years
ago, the commener said he had sug,

(I

termed the element
runconscious

MAISte, MADGE, MEG,
MAGGIE, PEGGY, MAY.

'

lege Junior, Marie Bloorufleld, committed suicide as tbe man of her inspiration bad often wanted to do. She was
In love with bis spirit and sought
death as an avenue of their meeting.

;

TN

MARGARET
MARJORIE,

mona' adopted It to represent Its al
legorical character of maidenly .Innocence and purity. Hungary accepted
It also and Margaret EtbeUag, wife of
Malcolm Ceanmdr, took It to Scotland
and made It the national Scottish
feminine name. It went to Norway
with the daughter of Alexander m
and slipped Into Germany as Mar- garetne. The eldest of the heiresses
of Provence married St Louis and left
Marguerite to French princesses. Her
niece, the daughter of Henry HI, was
the first English Margaret In Italy,
the name became Margherlta, and
through the penitence of Margherlta
of Cortona, which led to her canonisa
tion, and because of her humility, the
daisy, the humblest flower of the field,
became her especial symbol and was
called by the French term "mar
guerite."

Overwhelmed by tbe dark philosophies of an English naturalist whose
career was a failure, this Barnard col-
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THE STAR
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Is truly a car "of the people, for the people, and by
the people."
The price is within the reach of the greatest number of people.
Thousands of workmen are employed in the manufacture of the Star Car and other Durant Products.
There are more partners in Durant interests than in
any other industrial group in the world 270,399
on April 20th last.
;
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HOW MY BONES
DID ACHE

.

Touring Car
Coupe . . .

Sedan . . . . . ' . .$645
Station Wagon
$585
f. o. b. Detroit, Mich.

GALLUP CADILLAC
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BUY NOW WHILE A DOLLAR SECURES SUCH BIG VALUES
First Class Shoe Repairing By Expert Workmen At Extremely Low Prices
AUTO TOPS AND CURTAINS MADE AND REPAIRED

PAISES SKIOE
COR. COAL

and

Grades

Aamin

On Millinery, and New Arrivals in Sports and. White
Milans.
v ;:;::V:':
to Select from in Black and Colors.

HEMSTITCHING AND PICOTING
MAIL ORDERS GIVEN SPECIAL ATTENTION

SUMMERS MILLINERY

Interesting Review
Of Gallup Schools
(Continued from Page One)
Association he declined invitations to
wnrk in three of the state institu
tions during Use summer sessions.
Parents or pupils are urgea to
bring any problem ofKAinterest to him
Airinir the vnentlnn
that all mat
be in readiness when school beings

'

in Heptemoer.

Other teachers not mentioned herein did not feel free to give their plans

lor the summer.

-

Report of Gallup. Public
Schools and Mciviniey ixiuniy
High School

Statistical

-

High School
1. Number Academic Teachers
ployed, Men 3, Women 3, Total
2. Number Teachers special

Our Wagon at Your

f

Door Relieves Your
Worry
It. means you are advanced beyond the old
fashioned description of
day;
your home on wash modthat you know how
ern skill and invention
have made this necessary
evil no longer a burden,
.'

School

MOUNCEMETfrS

suo-jec- ts,

Women ,0,- Total
4. Total teachers and supervisors,
Men 5, Women 24, Total 29...-5. Number enrolled during year,
6. Average daily attendance, Boys
Boys 512, Girls 463, Total 975.
RR2.HH. fiirls 310.73. Total 674.06.
7.
Percent of attendance, Boys
94.89, Girls 94.80, Total 94. 85.
8. Times tardy, Boys 957, Girls
866, Total 1833.
9. Number neither tardy nor absent, Boys 32, Girls, 22, Total 54.
10.
Time lost by tardies, Boys
4719 minutes, Girls 3281 minutes,
Total 8000 minutes.
W resnectfullv ask that all par
ents of school children, either grade
or nigh school read tneee reports
carefully. We repeat what we have

CHURCH IN CHRIST
,

Grocery Prices

METHODIST CHURCH

UNTIL YOU VISIT THE

Pastor

All the parents may be assured
that teachers are already at hand to

Respectfully,

ROY L. WHITE,

Superintendent.
High School Graduates

carry on the Sunday school. They
reported last Sunday some new
ones. Remember the hour, parents,
and play your part of the game as is
your sacred duty.
The pastor was held in tne uvuce
There was
City over last Sunday.
no way left open for his retrun beBut he is now home
fore! Monday.
and on the job. If there is any other
time when services will not be held.
either morning or evening, this whole
service there will be announcements
given out before time, so you just
keep coming each hour on each sab
bath.
For this coming sabbath there are
to be two services, with select music and a sermon at both. The morning subject will be, "Enlarging Personal Borders," and in the evening,
"Checking Out of Egypt."
Of course, we are now coming to
summer conditions. Some members
of the choir are gone, but we have
enough left to have rather good music, and will have. Some few have
gone for the summer, but enough are
left and will remain, to have a good
aitondanco at each service. It must
mean that we get together all the
mm cnmeativ. The Dastor stanas
have
ready to do his part, and let's vaca
on interesting vacation time,
tion time for many,, at our post for
the most part.
TVio cummer neriod onpns With tWO
congregations without a pastor for
the time being. They wui very nat
oi
urally desire to attend some sort
service. And this is to is
sue to each of these congregations
to attend our ser
a cordial invitationnossihle.
Your
pre
time
v
rDas-to tne
incmrntinn
sentc ...;u
win
'""fwhatever
iann ur
tor;nA for all, ,ol.
lnnk a ike to mm wnen no
fn nHministpr those ffifts of di- Relieve us when we is- sue this welcome to each of - you.

CASH and SERVICE
STORE
i

NEXT DOOR TO CARMAN'S GROCERY,

Another Love Triangle

I

.

Mark Ronitt.a. SDencer Bellmaine.
Wavne Ramaee. Harrv Jacobson. Es
emsex Jenkins, Dora Lynn, Mildred
6.
Elizabeth
Coles. Kathryn
Clarke,
Ward.
Ollie
toWomen
Men
Bryden,
3,
1,
employed,

a Vareotxt nfl attendance!.
95.11, Girls 96.42, Total 95.7L

(Congregational)
LEWIS A. STARK. Minister
"THE COMMUNITY CHURCH"
John Witt Hendrix,

on time.

ud-jec- ts

Kieht tirade Graduates

tal 4.
3. Total Teachers giving all or part
time, Men 4, Women 6, Total 10.
4. Number students enrolled during year, Boys 73, Girls 62, Total 135.
5. Average daily attendance, coys
58.28, Girls 49.34, Total 107.62.

And Know The Cut In

,

said before, that tardiness is tne
trraateet i reflection which can be
made on our homes and school. The
attendance is exceedingly good and
we are very proud o it. uur taroi- ness is not coniined to smaii cnuo-ren. High school students have lost
more time per pupil than the grade
children but grade children average
more cases of tardiness tnan students
of high school.
We trust that these figures will so
alarm parents that they will strive
earnestly to send children to school

'

You Can Not Apppreciate

For Those Who 'Worship
At Gallup Churches

1. ,

-

High School students don't know
much about Milton and Bryant and
Longfellow, nowadays, but they
could get 100 per cent in any examination on the subject of who wrote
the jazz atrocities of the last few
years.

High

teacher em
ployed, Men 3, Women 22, Total 25.
z. Number teacners special
'
Men, 1, Women 2, Total 3
3. Number spenntenaents, Men i,

4, SPECIAL PRICES

The man who lays he is a nature
lover may merely mean he loves a
small part of Nature that is wrapped
up in a lew years of chiffon.

.

3E

Combined

4

-

AVE. AND THIRDST.
fir,. V,

Beautiful Patterns

STOIE ANHD SHOP-

Tnnv Arellano. Walter Cornell,
Romeo Cicci, Otto Garrison, Clarence
Walter Kins. Pat Lucero. Roy
Mitchell, John Macias, Salvador Milan, Joe Picaric, Elbert Payne, John
Scoopmire, Kobert Wilson, vviiiiam
BoTS Wiisnn
Margaret Brown. Elizabeth

Carmen, Irene Christian, Mary Cat- 7. Number times taray, coys io, genova, Jennie umcnetti, Beatrice
Cox, Julia Cory, Cicily Frank, Mary
Girls 87, Total 226.
Annie
8. Time lost by tariness, Boys r.maoW ftenevieve Mattox.
1487 minutes, Girls 921 minutes, Tot- Mace, Angela Menini, Grace Picard,
Christina bedey.
al 2408 minutes.
o
o Nnmhph neither tardv nor ab
MEMORIAL OF BRET HARTE
sent, Boys 6, Girls 7, Total 13.
Mount Diablo Park, authorized by
uraoes
1
VnmKsr rmrular teachers em the California Legislature in 1921 td
memorial of Bret Harte, is rap
ployed, Men 0, Women, 19, Total 19. he a
Its site is the
Z. Number teacners oi special buu idly being completed.
wrucn rises
Mount
of
Diamo,,
iixMa Man 1. Women 2. Total 3.
peak
about
3. Number teachers (teach part from a lever plain 4,000 feet,
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Jones just acquitted of 'killing her paramour at Louisville, Ky.
shows Charles U.
She will marry her former husb.md, Charles Jones. Picture
Jones.
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Junes, his daughter, Clara Jones, and his
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NEW AND MODERN

Lady Dorothy Mills, British authoress and explorer, daughter of the earl
of Orford, who has Btarted another
exploring trip Into the wilds of Africa,
as she dresses for the expedition.
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HOTEL

MIKE BUTKOVICH, Prop.

Baths, Hot and Cold Running Water
Steam Heated
WeU

Ventilated and Lighted Throughout

.

"You are the dearest girl in the
world."
'
'!..
'
"I'm going home to mother."
' "Lend me ten."
",,L.
"I can get SO miles oa a gallon."
Cincinnati Ewjuirer.
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The Tucuncari American cf Hay 23, says:
"Thomas F. Cocsty cf Lai Cruets is booming Hush II,
Williams of the stats ecrpentioa commicdon for governor fa
last week's Las Cruces Citizen. It looks like it would be pit?
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to ask such a sacrifice from so worthy a citizen as Hugh II.

Advtrtktaf ltpnamitativt

There are but few event which of there." The nurse said he called Williams. There la no duestion that Husrh would niake the,
sena the thrill of mingled reverence
tu mill una sua. "1 am aorrv I loota
ia lilrawtaa'
tho
4a 'kat
and patriotism through our veins with
MEMBER OF NEW MEXICO PRESS ASSOCIATION
of
he
be
be
New
could
can
who
Mexico
the same inspiration ai when, with the r"gh?.nd
but
elected,
governor
tta
dawn of each returning Mem- last time. This is but one instance of and survive it?"
-Editor and Assistant Manager. glory
C20RGE A. BYUS,
orial Day the nation is called to bow many such. Each
day quiet little
-Business Manager and Assistant Edito in honor of her heroes of the past.
A. B. CARTER,
em
processions go from here and there
noted that the theatre going public
CLIFFORD M. CARTER,
Superintendent Mechanical Department
It is fitting then that throughout. Go over the hill where little lines of P901
StlgffeStlOIlS
know certain people who make such
the nation, minds and hearts will be white stones mark the last resting
Movis
turned anew this week to the service places of these heroes of the past
practice and often you will note, that
INTER-TRIBA- L
CEREMONIAL which was rendered
ouf countrv and and of today. The war is over, and
these "talkers" have several vacant
the world by the willing self sacrifice weir lives are DractlcailV over tnn
it has bean ntrmmta that
seats around them. The fact that
of men and women who arave ud all The years of activity and ambition to make a few suggestions to patrons of "talkers" often find themselves
with
The dedication of the new Harvey house addition with that was near and dear
in order that wnu-- wiey looaea lorwara, will never picture snows and we do so in a
vacant seats on all sides should be
special Navajo Indian exercises did more to advertise our that lor which this nation stands come to tnem. Tney are Just the friendly spirit.
that others don't
from the earth. We wreckage of the big war. The fight- Applause is very appropriate if sufficient warning
inaian ceremonial man anyming ew shoulda not perish
annual inter-iriD- ai
the
lines
appreciate
"explaining"
have
and
on.
to
ing
The
be
at
recorrect
the
passed
but
their
have, right
time,
salvage given
proud of
very
could have done. Many visitors here for the Harvey house cord.
On not one single battlefield in conw pave gsinerea mem up and put oaa taste ir made at the wrogn time, "talking."
'
and
saw
with
what
dedication were profoundly impressed
they
all of our history, has the conduct of them away in these human junk shops Applause lends interest and helps
Then, there are the giddy-gadheard. Some of our visitors were special magazine writer- American armies been such as need where too many of them are as good the audience to properly appreciate ones. To the
everyCollier's Weekly and Saturday Evening Post. The Associated to cause us shame. Men of peace at as gone and worse than that for- - the pictures. When applause is gi- - thing is funny all shows are come
Let
Memorial Dav awaken van at tha wronar narind it tend ta dies. Nothing is so rasping on the
heart, they were soldiers only by dri gotten!
Press, the greatest news gathering agency on earth, was rep- ven
nerves of theatre goers as to hear
ana ugiy necessity; and took as iu an amy H-- p
memories and rev--1 demoralize interest.
resented at the exercises. People of note in other walks of much pride
in binding up and heal- erence or our sacred dead, but alio to I It is extremely had mmmn and giggling at the very moment when
life were present. All were enthused and enchanted. There ing the wounds of war as they did our sacred trust in the appreciation absolutely out of order for any one a death bed scene is on. Yet it it a
is nothing left for our people to do but properly finance the pain in making them. No Christian we owe these heroes who are still to talk out loud during any time of fact that gigglers will giggle at any-thideath bed scenes are Just as
heart, as much as it mar hate war and With US and Who fouff ht and suffered ahowinv of mnvlnv nirtnma. tuat aa
program for the coming Ceremonial, and we are glad to note tne
uses
hesi- to make this a better world in which much so at a moving picture show funny as any fool act of Ben Turpin.
wnicn
need
war,
system
is
success.
that the drive for membership is meeting with
It tate to pay tribute of honor of praise
as during performances by the actors Nothing is more appreciative than
T"1 "'arnt uve.
ah opportunity for Gallup. Let every citizen help.
to those who at such terrible cost have
Today the Whole world is aid- and thamaalvaa 4it
a mnxli an aa to hear a hearty laugh when there is
Indian Ceremonial is to be our great an- given their service and rendered their tired of war. The reign of universal though the actors and performers a laugh coming. But to hear a bunch
The Inter-Trib- al
of giggling gigglers at the time tears
sacrifice for their nation and the wor- pew u ine oesire ana prayer or au were on the stage themselves.
nual show, known throughout the United States.
ld. But there is the temptation and right minded people. Our young men
wswvv wiiv
There are some people who appear ev vvuiui vw ma vot
the tendency to let our emotion ex bravely entered the World war not be-- 1 to think that tlinna aaatad naar than have sense enough to understand and
haust itself in empty and idle praise. cause tney loved war, but because are not able to understand the pic appreciate a picture is, te say the
NOT?
It is not for us to try and add to the they hated it: for they believed it was tuns. and . an' in order to haln their least, about as d Is gutting, as to have
honor of our heroes. It is rather for a war to end war. They were willing neighbors, they persist in explaining a dog fight at Sunday school.
Why wouldn't it be the correct thing to print the names us to seek so to dedicate our lives in " maae me supreme sacniice, II need the pictures as the show progresses, Then, there are the youngsters
of those under treatment of physicians for "white mule" poi loving memory to that nation and be, to free the world forever from the iNothinar could ha worse. Pleaaa aton the kiddies and no better place can
of moving pictures be found to show proper home trainson? And, why not give the cause or diagnosis of cases, with those issues of truth and humanity ravages of war. And now the peo- - it The pleasure
gave their lives, that pie of the world are demanding that is in allowing- each nenon to under. ing as to maners and behavior than
names of persons, of those suffering with diseases attributed for which theyshall
not have been in cm nooie expectation 01 tne gallant stand the performances in their own the picture shows. When a boy or
their sacrifice
to drinking poisonous liquors?
vain. In every "city of the dead" this heroes who fought to rid the world of way of understanding. We should al. girl has to be told to oenave during .
Human beings are free to drink anything that they can year, whether it be the elaborate city war and of the Possibilities of war. tow all to follow the nicturM in their the show and instead of obeying the
'
own way according to their own ab- - wishes of the picture show managers,
swallow. There are no strings on swallowing anything that cemetary or tne lonely little country shall be realized.
But the nrice of Deace that i worth ility to grasp the situation.
Dont Just as soon as the managers an
an effort should be made
will run down guzles. To refuse to drink intoxicating dope churchyard,
to turn the thoughts of the people to the name has always been dear. All forget this.
start to jesting or whistling,
may take the life out of joy, or may take the joy out of life; those things which alone will make true peace has had its price in blood- - 14 s noted that two or more per- - gone,
plainly shows that such child has no
take the pep out of dances (for some), or interfere with Amer- for the permanence and seuritv of During one of those fearful sallien, in sons will mvanbly find seats toeeth- - home training.
n
These are a few suggestions-th- ere
this natian and the Christian civiliza- the Argonne two of our lads who had er then proceed to interpret the
ican freedom from start to finish.
are many other suggestions
inseparable companions plunged turea talking aloud, seemingly desir-int- o
The only atm The Gallup Herald has in being so aggres- tion for which it stands. And then,
with the same holy purpose with
the fray with their comrades. ious 01 helping others seated near by but a few at a time may soak in
sive against the drinking of bootleg and poisonous liquors is which
heroes die, may Christian
Darkness was commsr on after the to understand the pictures. It is also we hope so.'
w educate tne public against the damnable deadly stuff.
dedicate herself anew to the command rallied and one of the two
Human beings can commit suicide by any route of their task of making her national life boys was missing. The other, in soite
me leuow that drives a noisy.
that in spirit and in deed it may 01 repeated warnings ol the dansrer
tuuitc uiiiia. caruouc acia, lane rougn on rats, or drink boot such,
Masonic Bulletin
be an unbroken expression of honor insisted on going to look for his lost squeaky, shabby old! oar knows it
leg booze take your choice.
GALLUP; NEW MEXICO
and acknowledgement of those who comrade, declaring he could have no doesn't do any good to try to appear
When we stop drinking bootlear whiakev. then
FOR JUNE, 1923
have died in her service.
vili tic waa iuuuu.
uie uui-- 1 K"iicu, bv mo gniis anu acts iitte
ities will be able to stop bootlegging bootlegging will then Found on the
in charge let him go. About ten ha s human
body of one of the cer
1 Navajo Chapter No. 18. R. A.
uie a natural deatn.
boys who fell in France was a letter o'clock that night he crawled back to
M,
Work in
Special Convocation.
A
to his parents from which the follow- his command mortally wounded.
ma-M.-M. and M. E. M. Degrees.
n u worm wmie i asKeu me oir cnine has Deen invented.
ing excerpt, "We shall live forever in
4 Easter Star.
Regular meet
the results of our efforts. We shall cer oenumg over mm. "res," be said,
REPRODUCED BY
ing.
live as those who, by their sacrifice, "it wan. for T found him iuar. hafnral
8 Navajo Chapter. No. IS R.
won the great war. You must console he died, and he said, 'I knew you DRIVER ATTRIBUTES HIS
A. M. Regular Convocation.
our yourself
come
The Gallup Herald has been requested to
was
would
well
worth
it
Yes,
with the thought that I am
ESCAPE TO CAR'S BACKBONE
10 Shrine Picnic. Ft. Wingate.
line up on the various poisons contained in bootleg whiskey. happy for the measure of life is not while, and now I can go in peace."
All
Masons, families and Friends InThe
heroes
our
for
price paid by
In our issue of May 19 we published a list of poisons found in its span, but the use made of it." tne peace
vited. Eats Furnished. Advise s D.
to bnng is an
From
This is the fine spirit of the true soldfought
they
Modesto,
comes
California,
W. Boise, Phone 243, number in your
moonshine and bootleg liquors. Thi3 list was; taken from ier. We can never close our account everlasting challenge to us. We do the news of one of the most
peculiar Party- - :
articles. published in The Ladies Home Journal. Government with those who died on the field of weu u we leap iu accept it. mis is a accidents on Tvmrrt r. n rciatfant
11 Lebanon Lodge No. 22.
Re
chemists analyzed several thousand samples of moonshine and honor. Perhaps the best tribute we day of a new order of things, for the a telephone company employe, had a gular
communication.
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bootleg liquors and then authorized the publication of the to follow
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Commandery No. 12.
the wisdom of this young tLl
neip in ims great worn 01 tne remoa- - fast passenger train hit the Star RegularBaldwyn
R. C. and K. M. Degrees.
names of the several kinds of poisons found.
ana
01
cut
at-aeung
he
hero and bring ourselves to an active
nations,
was driving. Glestead ll
resnaping
coupe
16 Baldwyn Commandery, SpecHere are some of the deadly poisons so found :
effort will be in vain unless we tributes his escape from injury to
knowledge of the fact that self sac
ial,
Acetate of lead, verdigris, sulphuric acid, wood alcohol, rifice lies at the door of all great use iciiiciiiuei uiaw ubiuio me muniing me tubular DacKbone in the Star car, grees.7 P. M. Knight Templar De
sutrs saiiK hulo lurctuer or uie auns one nr thn nnwia faitnnu nf all n
corrosive sublimate, pepper and tobacco, acetone, bichloride fulness
18 Eastern Starv
Regular meet
l"L Juii uuu
Great action in a great crisis is
rant ana star automobiles,
of mercury, nitro-benzo- l,
brucine sulphate, fusel oil, and many logical
l """f"
ing.
u
inference. It costs for devo- sen saw me
price 01 peace 01 men s
22 Lebanon Lodge No. 22. Spec
other poisons.
tion to a cause always costs but the souls written in letters of blood. He
was 7? ial M. M. Degrees.
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fmm
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ri,.Wr
Much of the
such
the
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as
often
of
from
unconscionus
coming
"pure stuff,"
giver
Lodge No. 22. Snec-bacfie ial29M. Lebanon
El Paso and California places, with labels on bottles, contains price of his gift. In an abondonment
M. and F. C. Degrees.
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service.
he
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more poisons than the moonshine stuff.
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Panted the frame from buckling
L and
can never review the memorial crosses
made damage to the
consequently
Secretary.
kills
intoxica
violent
first
Epotleg whiskey
producing
by
which hallow the history of this and
o
of the challenge
part
tion, deadly nervous effects, exoriatea the stomach, paralysis other lands without a deep sense of And the greatest
A
safe security isn't, necessarily
ru
wiiere iwo new wneeis
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of the kidneys, besides liver and brain diseases.
gratitude for the spirit of sacrifice
were installed, after which the Star one because the slick salesman teHa
wi"ir car
a
men.
the
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of
in
hearts
the
it
great
ran merrily on its way aeam,
i
you to put it in a safe.
And, remember, you don't have to drink all brands in or
j
j
to be willing to give up one's
The GalluP Cadillac Co, loeal
der to get all of these poisons. Some times only one drink thing
of
life. To go unflinchingly in the face
nr
r,H
rinr-in
sn TCI
I,,tnmkn.
There couldn't be in the world real
is sufficient. And, again : One may take one thousand drinks of death because some wrong must past strive for and prodlaim that "C '
:.Tu"iTJ women who look as
.C"
vacant and senseface
in
stands
the
8
3
'
and not get sufficient poisons to kill, then take one more be made right; it
which the safety of the less as some of the movie heroines.
backbone, to
Mrl
Cross.
s
moment
:
i
of fire knowing that each
t.
Ik
u,.ij
drink with deadly effect.
and every
XVOU UP mat map,
may be the last, is
saia rilt alter 19 tho fnrsmnaf. imnmvamanf in mnfnr
. heroism,
U Will not par diaiim in SAveral voar anW i
age has Dreo1.its neroes. Ana, on mis me DSllie OI AUSiermz:
Memorial Day. we can near then sa,y, be wanted these ten years." But the used onlv on Durant-hui- lt
cars, heins- SIGNS
in the still small voice that tells in years since August,
nave cnang- - protected by patents,
the unmistakeable language of pro- ed much more than the maps; they
"The frame of a motor car constists
Town and county peace officers report to The Gallup Her- found conviction, that in the light of nave exchanged beyond all reckoning 0f long members and shorter support
need
lor
of
time
the
is
tne whole world. Things have gone, iner cross members." he savs. "The
sacrifice,
ald that during the dedication and opening exercises of the their
we
life. in the terms of a new and
that will never come back. Durant tubular backbone is hollow
new addition to the Harvey house last Friday that good order er loyalty and patriotism. ' larg Thereknow,
is no need for panic, nor even steel
securely riveted at both
is
This
the
good But today while the nation bows in for pessimism; but there are many ends cylinder,
and behavior was observed by
great crowds.,
to the second and third frame
news. Visitors were impressed, profoundly so, by what they homage to her sacred dead we must signs that bid us be vigilant. Hoary cross members. It holds the whole
of the past who evils, like the traffic in. strong drink, frame rigid and prevents any distor
saw and heard. If there were any who expected to see "rough not forget the heroes
living today, but whose lives are which the iron hands of necessity have tion from
road surfaces. The
stuff and drunkenness," they were disappointed. Only one or are
still a daily sacrifice. They are the bound are
clamoring for their snriners are forced to rjerform their
two who appeared to be under the influence of liquor and it heroes who fought over there for us, old freedomloudly
to spoil and slay. God proper function, the frame and body
-was noted that they were from out of town, probably expect- but many of whom are still fighting forgive us if we suffer them to have remaining level while the springs
a much worse and harder fight than their way!
completely absorb road shocks.
ing to see the old Gallup spirit of hilarity, but they were ktoely. they
did then. Fighting disease, con
Is there any man who fears God "Mounted on such a foundation, the
As our people come to realize more and more that the
tagion, tuberculosis, burns, deafness, and loves his country who can bear body
Joints and doors are free
way to obtain a good reputation we must first make that rep- blindness, paralysis and insanity, un to think that after all we have en- from panels.
twists and strains; creaking and
utation, then it will be easier to so conduct ourselves towards dergoing operation after operation as dured and must vet endure, our land rattling are reduced tb a minimum
portion should be shackled with the triple and the body is in good condition
better and more wholesome behavior, and visitors will respect the doctors try to save some
of the poor, tortured, tried bodies.
yoke of drink, lust and greed? And even after long use. Such construcus accordingly.
For instance, far out on the prairies only one thing can save us; we must tion also makes it possible to mount
But, in this comment we must pay our respects to our several miles from a certain town in make conscience of our national sins; every mechanical unit independently,
peace officers. It must be remembered that since last Sep Canada is a four story brick hospital, we must take them in hand and deal making a consequent ease of adjusttember the McKinley county sheriff's office has carried but There is nothing around it but space, with them as before God. ' And let ment and disassembly.
is almost sinister in its isola- us, so dealing, walk henceforth in the
"The tubular backbone fills a dou
an agressive campaign against bootleggers. As fast as the and it There
are a number of these liberty of those who, through the fire ble purpose. It; not only braces the
sheriff's department carried the violators of prohibition before tion.
heroes of the past there. They are have been made free.
frame but also acts as a muffler, beJudge Schauer and as fast as convictions were obtained heavy almost all cases of broken and twisted How then, can we best make this ing hollow. The exhaust, going into Ton canido it best with De Fore R
fines were imposed. This policy of the sheriff s office has spines. All that can be done for them Memorial Day count for good in our the tube of steel is carried for so long cetving Sets. Their perfected quality
is done in the large hospi lives ? Not merely by passive think a distance in the tube that no muffler
taeana longer
continued without any let-u- p
till this day, and this very fact surgically
and clearer too.
tal in the town after which they are ing of our heroes of the past, or of tf plates are necessary. By the time Tba air ii fullrange
of music, sport news,
is largely responsible for the very remarkable sober and good out in Blaster casts or steel frames, debt this generation owes those who the exhaust has traveled the tubulectures
every day. Read the radio
oenavior so much noted last Friday.
and placed in this isolated hospital who have made the supreme sacri lar backbone interior and escaped
programs of our nearby broadcasting
- With crowds made
ahead
one
their
But
with
of
but
of
fice.
hope.
all
arrest
patspot
light
the
inthe
from
the
bright
yet
classes,
outlet,
up
silencing process
only one,
'"I Pick up whatever
to be done for ent lessons and under their inspira- has been completed. By eliminating ,totionA
for drunkenness was made during the entire day and that one There is nothing more
want. We can fit vou out whether you
do
hardest
out
the
arid
to
you
work
them.
but
tion
a
number
of
hitherto
Nothing
righteous motive,
necessary parts want the simplest or the
a woman, and this woman was not among the crowds at the
most elabofor ourselves and and doing away with muffler rattles rate
Lying there helpless
thing WAIT.
golden
destiny
Harvey house, and no doubt would have been arrested had and motionless and nearly always in others. And each such destiny will and the chances of a noisy blown ex own.receiving sets, or if you build your
And our cwtomert get
there been no special gathering of people for the day.
a tablet or scroll, invulnerable to haust. the backbone, is doubly wel radio advice,
expert
pain WAITING. Waiting for what,
too. Come in today and
These good signs of improvement are noted by all good only God knows. Nothing to do but the tooth of time, and a monument comed by auto owners and traffic tetusprove
to
what
you
of
what immortal to the heroes! of a bygone oolicemen.
suffer and think. Think
pieuure radio
can bring you when
people.
your irt is backed
might have been. Think of the young day!
"The question is asked as to ex
The Gallup Herald will continue to advocate the strict lives
:
th
most
famous
name in radio.
sacrificed and blasted for you PROF. ALVA C. SHINN, P. H. D. actly the backbone prevented serious ty
enforcement of laws, and continue to support officers who en- and for me! Lying there day after
,
o
damage in such an accident as that
A PRESENT SITUATION
The train
force the laws.
described at Modesto.
day, night after night, week after
C. N.
"So you want to borrow a little struck the rear wheels of Mr. Gles
week, month after montn, yes, ana
One
over
for
lad
eh?"
tead's Star coupe. When this hapyear after year.
money,
THE RIGHT THING: We are glad to note that orders three
"I certainly do, Mr. Grabcoin," pened, from whatever point the first
COMPANY
years and forgotten by almost
have been issued bv the head officials of th Tm
citizen.
all for whom they fought and suffer said the impecunious
force of the engine's blow was felt.
RADIO
rememDEPARTMENT
of Shrine that drunkenness will be fnrhMdpn nr the, t nan' at edand for whom they are suffering "Well, well! Why, I can
with the ordinary automobile frame,
still!
ber the' time when I didn't have a the compact would have been at once
Council during its session at Washington.
Masons, who are
In our own land too, for instance, dollar to my name.",
communicated, through the frame to
Masons at heart as well as in name, need no such
eaersWCOwjir
orders, but was a lad in one of our hospitals, who, "That's only a reminiscence- - for the body, with a consequent ripping
mvng masons mere are some who Have not as yet been made in response to the nurse's patient in- you, Mr. Grabcoin but in my case it's of joints and upholstery and the
Masons at heart, hence the orders by the head officials that quiry if there was anything he want- current history.' Birmingham
smashincf of the windows.
V.
"In the Modesto incident, the force
ed said, all he wanted was to "get out
excessive drinking of intoxicating liquors is
unbecoming of of here. Fve been in this bed for
went to the frame where it was brac
Masons. Of all organizations in the United States
Mas- months and months, every minute in
in
skin
the
wears
bear
ed back by the tubular backbone and
A rich man
onic Fraternity
should
h thew r.t f,v net ...
taken un naturally by 'the springs,
cAauiuie ui BiriCLj. Sain, and I want to get out of here." winter, but a South Sea islander
ail
Vound.
t ooedience to the Constitution of the United States.
soon afterward he did "get out wean bare skin all the year
eliminating body strain or breakage."
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every hour of the day, must indeed
be hard to please.
All government buildings will be
DANKZR DRUG STORE
open to visitors, in itself sn enter,
tainment which many travel many
miles to see. The most careful preparation has been made by the police
the comfort and safety of all, and
Convention for
housing and feeding the multitude is
a problem which is soivea.
WASHINGTON, la a jr 3 1 A
the
official
of
the
SHORT OF HORSES
program
ll
Shrine convention doea not start
th e production
Notwithstanding
is
next week, Waaing-toalready of .motor cars last year was the
filled to overflowing with thousands greatest in the history of the motor
of visitors, who have taken complete industry, and in aome ox our cities me
possession of the city and made it horse is getting to be a rare object,
'
their own.'
the United States Deparement ox Ag
Never has the Capital shown a riculture is authority for the statefairer face; the decorations are most ment that there is a shortage of horelaborate and spectacular, especially ses and mules in comparision to the
at night, when fifty thousand many demand. It places this shortage at
bulbs . make Pennsylvania 400,000 head and advises farmers if
colored
Avenue and the "Garden of Allah," thev can raise cure Diooaea ammi
in front of the Treasury, White they can find a ready market for
House, and State, War and Navy them.
Departments a bower of rainbowlike beauty.
WHO CAN ANSWER THIS?
A most elaborate program has been
Let's see. wasn't the league of na
aranged, which includes literally hun- tions to settle all such affairs as this
dreds of concerts by the many visit- between France and Germany?
,
ing bands, drills by patrols, a water Kansas City Times,
carnival and pageant, three monster
Nobody trusts you if you trust to
parades, one by day and two by night,
several fireworks displays, a huge luck.
dance two miles long on Pennsylvania
Avenue with music from two bands
Old Dobbin couldn't cover as much
broadcasted by amplifiers, the dedica- ground, as an automobile, but on a
tion of the Zero Milestone, in which cold morning was when he started
,;
the President will take part,, trips the best

Hcnss Chtmet

'

w

the eaat

That shines

rr.

rm, I

of

Her,"

Hs

Said.

the former Is not go careful with his
poultry, and If I take home a nice,
plump chicken to Mrs. Coon, I am
Cure she will forgive me for going
away without her."
So all day he slept In the nest and
the sun was nice and warm, but when
ivenlng come Mr. Coon awoke with a
Shiver, for the sun was gone and a
cold wind was blowing, which made
Mr. Coon feel very unhappy and unHe wished he was at
comfortable.
home close beside Mrs. Coon In the
kollow tree.
Mr. Coon forgot all about the fat

stammered Mr. Coon.
"
said his wife. Mr.
"Well, It
Coon meekly crawled Into his nest and
curled up with his family, glad to be
back where It was warm, and he made
up his mind to stay there until the
springtime came to stay, for he felt
sure that six children to care for
would not have been thrust upon him
If he had been there Instead of Mrs.
Coon.
lsn-'t,-
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Newspaper Syndicate.)

WANT local salespeoeurpria-in- g

household article.
Large immediate Profits permanent position. If you can represent me exclusively, " I
WILL MAKE YOU AN
OFFER NEVER BEFORE MADE to salespeople. Write at once
for particulars. Tell me
all about yourselves. I
want some one who is
not afraid of work foi
big CASH returns.

DYr

WE1TB GARAG3

,

calf.

...

wrong;

Her striking beauty and brilliant
playing haa thrown Renee Chomet, the
young Parisian violinist, Into the spot
g
world. 8he
light of the
will start an American tour In the fall.
Three of Mmi. Chemct's phonograph
records were recently selected to be
placed In the hermetically sealed vault
along with three made by Caruso.
These records, with others of today,
will be taken from the vault 100 years
hence, to demonstrate to forthcoming
generations the highest type of muilo
In the several fields in 1922.

;
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came night, and then again
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rvMIihley County
Bank
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"The Old- Bank"
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I do not

Astronomers may call her what they
Will.
,
To me the world's s sky, and life If
:.vv

.night;'.:

youth,

One

star undlmmed
her Truth.

I

'

(iB by the Wheeler Syndicate, Ine.)
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Kendrick Bangs.
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TRADE WITH THE

by llcClure

Newtpaper Syndicate.)

Sense

j

HOUSE BEEF, PORK, VEAL
MUTTON AND CHICKENS

JOHN MAKE

RESULTS COUNT
A N ATHLETE desiring to prove fo
Eplctetos that he was growing
Birong snowea mm dis aumo-peu"I don't want to see the
said the philosopher. "I want tp see

r

o

Birds of a Feather.
A young man managed to get Into
conversation with a pretty girl during a railway Journey.
He was very pleased with himself,
arid when the train arrived at his
destination he said tc the girl :
"I am afraid you wouldn't perhaps have been so nice to me If you'd
known I was a married man."
"Oh, as to that," answered the girl,
"you might ' be a little surprised to
know that I have just come out of
prison after serving a sentence for
bigamy." Exchange.
O

tlm
I knew s bed-ri- d
w Kht
Who could not hold herself
upright,
was a fount ot golden light

We Sell Coupon Books

at

10

Per Cent Discount .Phone

64

,''

your muscles."
It is results, not methods, that count
with a man.
Many wealthy men have libraries
stocked with the world's best liters
ture, yet remain illiterate.
Abraham Lincoln had a Bible and
copy of Shakespeare, and was an
educated man. '
The world wants to know what you
are, not how you became what you
are.
Scores of young engineers proudly
exhibit degrees from technical schools
without being able to secure responsible positions.
.
But any young engineer who can
show a capitalist a cheaper and better way to accomplish something Im
portant, can get a paying Job. .
Tour training Is your own affair.
The affair of your prospective employ
er Is the equipment for the job that
your training has given you.
The "talent" before a prize light do
not care what sort of apparatus a
contender Is using. They place their
bets on opinions formed from the way
he Is hitting In practice.
Ten must decide for yourself what
profession you will follow, and take
the advice of others as to the best
way to train for It.
But do that training In private, and
don't brag about it afterward.
The man you will have to work for
will not ask you how many hours you
spent on Latin and Greek,' mathematics or psychology. He will ask you
what you can do.
Show him what you can do, and If
you can do it well, you have a chance.
If you can't do It well, all your training, all your diplomas, all your letters
of recommendation, will be worth absolutely nothing to yon.
(Copyright by John Blake.)
,
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BEST CORN FED PACKING

ay.

dumb-bells-

'

THE OLD RELIABLE
WHERE YOU CAN GET THE

and I have named

FRIENDS ALL

o

:;;

CITY MARKET

Uncommon

CHRISTIAN WORKERS
TELEGATES to the World's Chris- JUS tlan Endeavor convention in New
Tork some time ago had this command
In mind when they formed 100 gospel
teams and held revival services In
Wall street and In other public streets
In Manhattan. Impressive scenes were
witnessed In all parts of the great
city, crowds assembling rapidly when
they heard the young Christian workers singing "Onward Christian Soldiers" and other Inspiring songs.
Enthusiasm
aroused by the big
meetings under the Cross of Calvary
during the New Tork convention
doubtless was carried "back home"
by the young people to all parts of
the world. Much good, doubtless, will
result from the inspiration for doing
good which these young soldiers will
give the hundreds of thousands of
Christian workers.
Those who love
God and wish to see His work carried
on with greater success will have
good reason to be glad because of the
w'der Interest the convention aroused
for the Master's cause.
But the greatest enjoyment will
come to those who actively engage In
leading their fellows Into the right
path. It is not alone sufficient to think
good and to live good If one desires to
enjoy to the fullest the happiness
which should be his. Far more pleasure conies through helping others Into
Christ's kingdom and through preventing sin and misery, than can be experienced when one devotes all his
time to thinking and working for his
own personal salvation nnd happiness.
Wickedness is found In every town
and hamlet, no matter how small. Opportunities for1 revival meetings ore
by no means confined to the big cities.
And, while we would not depreciate
the value of the many meetings held
on street corners during the .convention In New Tork, we do believe that
as great opportunities for similar
work may be found wherever humans
live.
The only reason such a large number prefer to neglect worship In order
to enjoy other pleasures, Is that they
haven't learned of the wonderful happiness which may be experienced
through devoting a little time to divine services and constantly seizing
opportunities to Increase the world's
,'"
smiles by uplifting work.

i,-,;-

ing still
That shines for all, for age, for eager
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Go out Into the byways and highways
compel inm 10 come in.
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But there's a star, one star unchang
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QUALITY

W. E. SAWYER Prop.

Enron

SERVICE
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StestsalbTvcid tbe Owcsrdiip of 0
5

and in a short time you will have a car of
will be
your own; Then all
with
to
family.
enjoy
your
yours
Think of the comfort, the pleasure and
happiness which will be yours.
Buy your car under the terms of the
"out-of-door-

s"

For as little as $5, you can select the Ford
you want and place your order at once. We
will put this money in a local bank for you
at interest. Each week you add a little
more. This also draws interest. Soon your
payments, plus the interest earned, makes
the car your own. Come in! Let us give
you full particulars about this new plan.
--

NB

She held the sun and stars as
.frlende

Who cjlme to vlalt her
And bring her smiling dividends.
The sunbeams were her playmates

dear
Who never
cheer,

B'en

FCa SALE

T

"i::
h"i
I? ''h"
A savings account in this strong Bank will give
you liberty, freedom. You can be free from
wprry, ana have liberty to do as you please in
your old age. You will be prepared for opportunity or misfortune, of you have a well tended
;
sayings account here.
Today is the time to start for tomorrow never
:,.4V.

I saw bad men arise and good men
.
xau
,
And marvelled much that things lira

week-end-

When a nhotoitranher aurrat to
his victim, "Now Just look natural.
sue, the uttari eyea bu're out
d shew their whites, and bis face
drfamff
takes on tha expression f

FOR YOU
AND YOUR FAMILY

The rivalry of competition, all ,
Tha ceaseless battle of the right and
-

,

EARLE M. SELFRIDGE
S31 Atlantic Avenue
Boston 9, Mass.
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.:.'" daylong.
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The struggle bad bees bard the whpl

(, It!!,

"How Carsles

y--
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had been bard th
Ml
r
day through;
all day the sky had glittered with
the ronj'uVJ
,':r.n. ',H;
And then came night, and then came
'. ; ,,!.: ,;,
v deeper blue,
The winds were still, aongi nuahefl,
tha day waa done
And then tha star, my perfect kar,
cane out ""
and ended ' disappointment,
ended
coubt
.v

.
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The struggle
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clearer then the
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Bach twilight It returns
with celestial tenderness It bum

And

un-ti-

',

upon

breast

n

poked his head out of
hollow tree where he and
ftlawlfe bad spent the winter. The
fan was nice and warm and Mr. Coon
thought It would do no harm to take
little run when It grew dark, for he
Was sure spring bad come to stay.
So when Mrs. Coon was fast asleep
ant crept Mr. Coon. Down the tree he
fan and off to the farm.
But he found nothing there. The
poultry house was fast locked, there
Was no corn In the fields and do cherries or grapes. He was out too early,
ennch too early, end Mr. Coon sighed,
for he was hungry.
Be had spent so much time In bunting about that he found It was almost
day and he was fur from his hollow
tree home, so he ran up a tree close
by and there he found an old nest left
hy Mrs. Hawk.
"Ah I here I will take a good nap,"
aid Mr. Ooon, "and be off early tonight for a farm I know about, where

.:.;
a little

Of eventide.

s

COON

'''!

Ti

'
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MR

--

Bach nfght diminished not, nor ye( la
creased
A cltangeleaa jewel on the asure

Fcr

chicken he was to take to his wife;
he thought only of feeling warm once
more, sod down he Jumped and off be
ran to his home But when Mr. Coon
waa drawing near to the hollow tree
he heard strange sounds. He stopped
and listened. ."What In the world Is
thatr be thought "It comes right
from my own doorway, too."
Up went Mr. Coon very cautiously
and peeped In, and there In the hollow
tree he saw six tiny coon babies, their
eyes not open and all of them crying.
"Now, where Is Mrs. CoonT said
Mr. Coon, right out loud. "How cureless of her to go away and leave the
house alone I Some one has been here
and left these crying children In our
nest.
creatures
"What homely-lookin- g
they are, tool I won't have them here
another minute. What right had any
one to come to the hollow tree and
leave all this trouble?"
Mr. Coon was Just going In when
he felt a sharp rap light on his ear,
..
I .1
I
1
ana we angry voice
ui ins wue buiu,
touch
those
"Don't you dare
darling
pretty babies, you heartless parent."
Mr. Coon looked Into the flashing
eyes of his wife. "Heartless parentT
"Do you mean to say
he questioned.
those crying, blind creatures are our
children
"Yes, I do; but you do not deserve
to have such pretty babies," snapped
Mrs. Coon. "And as for their crying,
why shouldn't they, when their heart'
less father stays away all day and
part of the night and their mother has
to go looking for him? Now you go in
the house and don't you dare stir until
I tell you. I am almost frozen, and
hew can you expect me to keep six
children warm all'alone?"
"I I thought It was springtime,"

''

THE STAR
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nn HERE s a star that hinga
A

-

COON'S SURPRISE
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failed to bring her
the winter of the year.
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And when the
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U Invest
This mysterious grwa
ed with mysticism by the Monam-medan- a
It is s sacred symbol which
represents the secret thoughts of the
tout and the essence of hapsiatsi ana
lots. Besides, It posesses therapeutic
qualities anC Is much used by the
Chinese is a curative. Wednesday Is
the tacky day of the wearer of Jade
and 5 is her lucky number.
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ADTRTUIN8 aUTKSi
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AT A BARGAIN:
Uitchel Roadster in
fltici

Good
once

Model

"D-4- 0'

first class

eon'

Top and Curtains must
See HH at Carring.

tail at
ton Motor Co.

milk

FOR SALE: Three good
at Swatzell's Feed Yard.

cows

FOR

Seven

SALE

Apply to

Studebaker.

:

passenger
Henry
-tf

AGENT WANTED: The J. R.
Watkins Company will employ a lady
or gentleman agent in uallup. Wat-kbProducts are known everywhere
and our salespeople make bis in
comes.
Investigate this opportunity,
Full particulars and valuable samples
tent free to hustlers who mean busi
ness. Write today, The J. R. Watkins
Company, Dept. 88, Winona, Minn.
is

puts an Underwood
Typewriter in your office or home.
Write for Catalogue. Southwestern
Tvnewriter Co.. Grants. New Mexico.
down

$3.00

JULIA
MEN YOU MAY MARRY

the oldest and moat classical
ONB of
names is Julia. The fortunate
woman who bears It may be assured
that famous women of uarevealed
centuries have answered to It, for It
exceeds Rome In antiquity. Like Its
masculine counterpart, Julius, It had
its origin In the Julian gens that preVarious
ceded Roman civilisation.
legends are put forth to account for
"Julius" and historians differ widely,
but the generally accepted theory Is
that Julius Is the diminutive of "dlus."
meaning divine, and was evolved In
the same manner that Zeus, father of
the gods, came to be the Roman Jupiter. If such is the case, Julia may
fairly be called a daughter of the

By B. R. PKYSIR
Ha a Man Like This Pre posed
to Yout
Symptoms: Taller than short,
hair a little naturally marcelled,
always dieting nuts and lettuce
his chief pets. Works In spirits
and then lays oC with melancholy notions then says he'll go
on a trip. Tou never know where
to find him, but his relatives do,
for heJias always "put up" with
them (and they wish him I) wherever be goes. He never seems to
want to be "on his own." He has
very high Ideals.

...

IN FACT

gods.

His high Ideals are what keeps
him low In mind and pocket.
Prescription for bride-to-bO Work up a code of work that
Is practical.
Make him

Just as the masculine Julius was
,'amed through Julius Caesar and became hereditary throughout the empire, so the feminine counterpart was
accepted as hereditary and was adopted as ornamental) In other countries
when classical names came Into fashion. The "Julie" of Rousseau's "N6u-vell- e
Heloise" made Julie very popular In France, England, Spain and Por-

practice

It.

Absorb Thist
Ideals Are Highest When Not
of Reach.
Nawapipar Syndioatt.)

Out
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fc? MeClur

tugal kept her Intact as Julia, but
Italy changed her to Glulla, and Russia added the typically Slavic touch

(1788 )
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DAILY AND SUNDAY

Buff

at

P. M.. bv
AND CATTLE

2 O'clock

soon close.

will

Enoch Crews,

Calif.

Sea-brigh-

t,

Electric vulcanizing
practically new, does same
work as large machines, suitable lor
garages, sacrifice at $75 cash. Call
after 6 P. M. F. L. 'Robertson, 303
T

U...
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A

solved.
The Drincinal office of the said cor
poration in this state is at Gallup,
and the name of the agent in charge
thereof and upon whom service may
be made is Hans Neuman.
(No. 11212) '
In Testimony Whereof, the
State Corporation Commis
sion of the State of New
Mexico has caused this cer
tificate to be signed by its
Chairman and the seal of
SEAL said Commission, to be af
fixed at the City of Santa
Fe on this 25th day of May
A. D. 1923.
B. M0NTOYA,

Jack,
-

M.

A success is one who finds things
that can't be done and then does
,

Mil

THE HEWS

them.

In the Big Sunday Herald you will find the
world's best comic pages in colors, the finest
magazine section, the foremost news features;

the only
Sunday newspaper publishMexico.
New
ed in
up-to-da-

te
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DUG

STOHE

& CHAPMAN,

MARTIN

Attorneys-At-La-

w

OFFICES:

Gallup, New Mexico.
DR. M. M. ELLISON

DENTIST
Gallop Clinic Building

New Mexico

Gallup

Clerk.

Pub. June 2.
Last Pub. June 23.

SI1EWEE HOTEL

IN THE PROBATE COURT MCKINLEY COUNTY STATE

OF

NEW MEXICO

In The Matter of the Estate

(ZUNI)

AND RESTAURANT
DAVID

of

SULLIVAN,

Mgr.

Kenneth Mulholland, Deceased.

Notice

Notice is hereby given that the un
dersigned was on the 1st day of June,
1293. appointed executor of the es
tate of Kenneth Mulholland, deceased,
Canavan
Probate
by Hon. Frank
Judge of McKinley County New Mex.
ico.

Therefore

all

having
persons
claims agains said estate are hereby notified to file the same with the
County Clerk of McKinley County,
within one year from the date of said
appointment as provided by law, or
the same will be barred;
W. H. MORRIS,

Executor.

(1846)

First Pub. June 2.
Last Pub. June 23.
,.
o
It's trot so that when a speaker is
introduced as having "a great message to deliver." the men in the au
dience immediately wonder what is
the smallest amount they can sub
scribe without appearing cheap.
The trouble with having a chip on
your shoulder is that somebody is
likely to knock your block off.

Ccnd Uo
Yeaon
and
n
iTr

address

a

ZUNI, NEW MEXICO

RUIZ & OVERSON
Attorneys-At-La- w

Practice in all Courts of
New Mexico and Arizona

d

,

arti-

cle en the Home, Farm, Shop and Office
tba newest development ia Radio, Aviation. Automobile arid Garage. Each luaue
contain! something to interest everybody.
We do not employ subscription solicitors so
you will not be urged to subscribe and you
are not obligating yourself in the least In
asking for a free sample copy. We
gladly send at to prospective readers. If
you like it you can buy t copy every
month from any newsdealer or send us
your subscription -$- 3.00 for one year.

Company
Populars. Mechanics cmcmo,
iuu
stmt,
MecJuMu KUdlftf U inettA
a Ms tretuctlo a Ml

mcMhIi

l:

y
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i'.Ji

Residence 300 3rd Street
Phone No. 288. ,
At Home in the Study 8 to 11:3U A M
And 7:00 to 8:30 P. M.
'
At Your Service At All Hours.

DR. PAUL H. BENNETT
Office:

DENTIST
Worm Building
New Mexico

Gallup

GENERAL ENGINEERING
PRACTICE
Architectural

Service

A. M.

!

WEST R, R. AVENUE
NEW MEXICO

GALLUP,

First
Last

I

'

BERGERE,
Register.
.

:

Pub. May B
Pub. June 2

'

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
April 28, 1923.
no
Notice is hereby given that
Mares, of Ramah, N. M., who.
on August 10, 1918,- made Additional
Homestead Entry, No. 033473, for
SE
Section 6, Township 7 North,
Range 16 West, N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make
three year Proof, to establish claim to
the land above described before U.
S. Commissioner, at Ramah, McKinley
Co. N. M., on the 12 day of June,
Don-acia-

R. R. BELL

-

Public Stenographer
HOURS:
to

Room 10

9

A.M. to

B

P.

12

M.

Page Buildinf

1923.

,

,

Claimant names as witnesses:
Inez Perslto, of Atarque, N. MV:
Valentine Marino, of Ramah. N. M
Chavez y Jaramillo, of Ramah,
Juan
not
indicate ed N. M.,
.College degrees do
Remijo Barela, of Atarque, N
ucation, hut they ought to indicate M. . .
v
that you know how to spell, which
A. M. BERGERE,
they frequently don't
Register,
Telephone

No. 149

(17B7)

.

"

New Mexico.

(1756)

210

Register.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION i
Department of. the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
April 28 1923
Notice is hereby given that Delia
Davidson, of Zuni, New Mexico, who.
on may 1st. 19ih, made Homestead
Application, No. 035301, for NW14 of
Section 10, Township 7 North. Range
20 West, New Mex. Principal Meri
dan, has Hied notice of intention to
make three year Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before United States Commissioner, at
Ramah, McKinley Co. New Mexico, oa
the 12 day of June 1923.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Aniceto Gonsalez, of Salt Lake,
Catron County, New Mexico, J. B.
Hill, of Zuni, McKinley County, New
Mexico, Nemecino Gonsalez, of Salt
Lake, Catron County, New Mexico,
Jesus Mazon of Zuni, McKinley Coun-

ty,

la '

Connection

that sticks closer than First Pub, May 5
Last Pub. June 8
a brother is hamer Dollar.
The friend

v.

2

First Pub. May 5.
Last Pub. June 2

Pastor of The Methodist Church

1

( lrWJ

May 5

A. M. BKKUEKE,

JOHN WITT HENDRIX

aeo-a- u

Pnlar

Reo-ista-

Sil-ves-tre

H. W. BROSE, M. E.

we will mail
sample copy of

SKNKtt, NBHSEtt, LOtS 3, 4, S
NWVi, SWW, Section 4, Township
10N, Range 15W, N. M. P. Meridan,
has filed notice of intention to make
three year Proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before U. S.
Commissioner, at Ramah, N. M., on
the IS day of June, 1923.
Claimant names as witnesses:
J. Willard James. Thos. A. MerrilL
A. G. Sawyer. Frank Nicolls. all of
Ramah, N. M.
A. M. BERGERE,

Vin-ce- nte

a

poBtcardorinalet-teran-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
April 28, 1928
Notice is hereby given that Robert
T. Cox, of Ramah, N. M., who, on
made Homestead en
tries, No. 034272, 035771, for SSEK,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
April 28,1928
Notice ia hereby given that Lucy
Maldonado. of Palmer Ranch. N. M- who, on April 7, 1920, made Homestead entry, No, 039154. for Lots 1
and 2 and E NWU, Section 30,
Township 13N Range 13 West, N. M
P. Meridan, has filed notice of intention to make three year Proof, to
establish claim to the land above de
scribed, before U. S. Commissioner, at
Kaman, McKinley Uo. N. M., on the
12 day of June, 1923.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Leandro J. Martinez, of Palmer
Ranch, N. M Don Lorita O do
Sanchez, of Palmer Ranch, N. M.,
Otero, of San Mateo, N. M.,
Miribal, of San Rafael, N. M

THE

First

organisation's campaign for
contributions ended on the date of
its incorporation, when about S906
000 of the 11.000.000 soucht had
been received. The Foundation still
receives subscriptions and it is these
that are exempt from tax.

Last Pub. June

.'I

(1832)

law.
The

First Pub.

L MORRISON,

A.

the Internal Revenue Bureau.
This ruling supplements the one of
last year that contributions to the
Foundation were not exempt because
the organization was not incorporat
ed like the Roosevelt' and- - McKlnler
memorial associations.
The organu
ration has since complied with the

(1754)

Acting Chairman

...

When in Albuquerque
que Herald building. See the southwest! finest
'newspaper plant v

ififf
BANNER

''

AT LAW

COUNSELLOR

i

It cootilns interesting and hutructive

d

SALE: Registered
breed, $150 cash, or will
trade for young mare, weighing 1400
nnn ArfHrpss J. D. Mowrer.
it., Va. ...w.w.
IUBi
FOR
Mamoth

Rmh. N.

FIRST

AND

ATTORNEY

CHACO

the most wonderful magazine published. ISO pafet and 400 pictures
every month, that will entertain
every member of the family.

-u

W. ATKINS

HERMAN

Ia-w-

,;

outfit,

'

the

Mechanics
Popular
MAOAXIMB

SALE:

FOR

)

COMPANY
Office: Page Building
(No Stockholders Liability) a cor
poration organized under the laws
of New Mexico, a duly executed con
sent ia writing that said corporation
New Mexico
Gallop
be dissolved; and that this Commis
sion being satisfied that all of the
requirements of Section 919, New
Mexico statutes Annotated, codification 115, relating to the voluntary
EDMUND R. FRENCH
dissolution of corporations have been
Lawyer
duly complied with:
NOW, THEREFORE,
upon the Member Bar: Supreme Court United
filing with this Commission of an af
States, Supreme Court of New
fidavit showing that this certificate
Mexico.
has been published as required by
SOS
Coal Avenue.
Office:
,
the said corporation shall be dis

free end postpaid,

and

PROFESSIONAL

;

)si
State of New Mexico
)
Is is hereby certified, that there
was filed for record in the office of
the State Corporation Commission of
the State of New Mexico, on the
Twenty-filt- h
day of Hay, A. 0. 1923;

Ti

Order now. Season

WILSON GIFTS NOW EXEMPT
Contribution to the Woodrow Wilson Foundation after Dec 26, 1IC2,
the date of its incorporation, are ex
empted from the income tax laws, by
a ruling: ol Commissioner Blair - ox

.

evf

Golden

CHIX:
Buff,
BABY
Brown and White Leghorns, Ancon- as, Black Minorcas, tsarrea kocks, a.
I. Reds.
Orpington's

,

of

New Mesice

CerUficate of PiUng
United States of America

.

.

F'

'

.

AAOUT AM

.

Attest:

Two room furnished appartments, of Jullja.
.
lights and water, $12.50 to $20.00 per
came
Into vogue after St
Juliana
month. Inquire 500 North Second Juliana was beheaded at Nlcomedla
Street.
under Garellua and her relics were enshrined at Rome and later Brussels.
A neat cottage to a The Normans changed It to Julienne.
TO RENT:
couple with no children, who will cook England received It In the form of
for two people. Use of dining room
and recalls her heraldic and
and kitchen. Address: Box 457, "A. Julyan
bunting
prioress, Dame Julyan Bern-erIf. C.," City.
,
f
Gillian Is also a British derivative, which later became Jill, famed In
FOR SALE
the nursery rhyme of '.'Jack and JUL"
.
.i.l
name is still used In England.
"a BeC- Ol
The
...1.
rour wits. aiikeiiiabiuiiai
A
In Brittany Julia makes her appearof Technology. 1922. Mana- -'
library of
Gaa engines. Carbureters, ance as Sullana, which was the name
cement
.
.
"I
I
wrr.
AHntMiatriAn nnt-- i
iidis
,nvtrn of the
of Du Guesselin. She
Auto Engines and all Auto devices.
became Juliana In Spain and Julltta,
EDMUND R. FRENCH
or Jolltte,. among the French peasantry. Italy calls her Gluliana and
Glulletta, whence Gluletta Capel-let- t,
FOR SALE One sorrel horse, will later whose
mournful story told In Da
work or ride., Call 310 West Green
was adopted by ShakePorta's
novel,
,
St
speare as Juliet for bis Immortal
.
FOR SALE Underwood t y p e- -. "Romeo and Juliet."
just According to Vergil, the name of
writer, first class condition
overhauled. R. R. Bell, Page Build- Julia Is unladylike; certainly It being.
longed to a spirited race, for the
Julias of history were not pretty lay
FOR RENT: Three room furni- figures, but women of power and posished apartment.
Apply at 403 E. tion. They were quite fearless, due
6'2""
Hill.
perhaps to the tallsmanlc quality of
own particular Jewel, the Jade.
FOR SALE Furniture and strict- their
and
5
room
house
sleepmodern
ly
ing porch. Brick garage, close in.
You can make a tough job softer
The difference between thrift and
2
511 West Hill Ave.
s that between the by beating it upon the anvil of hard
extravagance
who drives a flivver and admits work.
WANTED: To' rent small furni- man
;
Hast tin run afford tftuid one
tha
E.
F."
"N.
shed house or apartment.
drives
Most anybody can be appreciated
who
a big sedan and wont ad
nffioa
mit he can't aiiora it.
by dying.
FOR SALE: At a bargain, 1920
Ford roadster, newly painted and
overhauled, 4 new tires, demountable
rims, starter. "N. E. F." Herald of-
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Thursday 'i LiwacU Club was r- been in
pod up a bit by Alex tJ-tZ- n
on t
Kay Clause
tourist question.
Kr.
fcs Thoreau vulticz h:r tiptsr, ttrs.
grown exceedingly weary over Col
Becker being able to hog all the tour
Un, Dick V,Tiite has been confined
ists going east and west Kr. EcLaef-fe- r to her bed for two weeks because of
feels that there is plenty pep in illness,
Emtt James and family have
Gallup if it could be aroused in the
proper way. The Becker interest moved into their lovely new bong'
vv.-alow.
spreads from Flarstaff to Puehlo
au along the line.
Theador Bloomfield. son of EUhop
For the information of Mr. Sehaaf. Bloomneld. was instantly killed in a
fer, The Gallup .Herald ia pleased to powder mine in Arizona last Tues
say that just the other day two men day. The funeral seraces
classes," allowing the "upper - classes'
came to our office to make inquiry held Sunday at Ramah.
- w.
to go."
Amonsr the visitors of El Uorro
From daily reports we note that about road conditions, east. Iheae
the "upper clasaea" are being caught gentlemen told' us that when thev National Monument this week were.
reacnea r lagstair they were told to Mrs. 0. B. Reese. Sophie. Dorothy
as well aa the "lower classes."
go via Sprmgerville. that the road Reese and Mary Reese of Saa Ped
Mere is one from Denver:
DENVER. May SI Alfred L. Mim via Gallup was impassable, then when ro Calif. R. T. Tuttle, V. B. Cole, R.
Has Hosgson and Wm. J.
aon, former town treasurer of Neder-lan- they reached Winslow and Holbrook R. Moode,
Colorado, was sentenced ta an they were told the same story, but Murray- of Tulsa. Okie. Sidney M.
Maurice Klein. Mrs. W. 0.
knowing that the route via- - Gallup Weil.
days in jail here today when he plead- was
tne snonest ana aiong tns Santa Reid, Ivan Meahan, Mr. and Mrs. Ivan
ed guilty to charges of violating the
railroad, they concluded to try itlGrunafield and daughter of Albo- im xeaerai pronioraon law; Hanson Fe
we toia tne gentlemen vtatMuerquf
out.
who owns a ranch in Broomfield.
"
.
V ?' '
arrested late yesterday by federal dry they had passed over the wont Bart i From Galluo:
of
the
between
Alroad
Holbrook
and
Mrs. L. A.
A.
Sheriff
and
L
Myers
wno
a
aiscoverea sun near his
gents
ranch. His son, William Munson, was buquerque. This wu good news to Myers and little daurhter. Corrine
also taken into custody, and paid a them, saying that they had no trou- - Myers: Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Fulu-bl- e
between Gallup and Holbrook. man, J. H. Regue, R. H. Hsriard, A
line oi loo today.
Federal Judge Symes delivered i They told , us that they would - Uke L. Guthrie, Mr. and Mrs. W. 8.
in telling tourists alone- the hie. J. L. Noble. H. BHckehderfer. D.
scathing rebuke to Munson in pass road as to what
they found between J. SmKh, R. H. Jenkins, C J. Dekker,
tag sentence.
Holbrook ahd Albuquerque and would Rouse. Mr. and Mrs. Frank Schwarti,
o
tell fellow travelers not to dsv anv K. J. Billinm. Mr. and Mrs. C M.
OPERETTA
attention to knockers against Gallup. Mr. and Mrs. Freeman, Judge and
'
Mrs. Moore, Mr. and Mrs. Seabridge,
g
"THE ENCHANTED WOOD" v THE DANGEROUS
AGE
Mr. and Mrs. Horrock and family,
'
The
Children Of
By
WITNESSED, BY THOUSANDS" Mr. and Mrs. E. Robb and family,
THE NAVAJO TRAINING SCHOOL
Mr. and Mrs. R. R. Cory and family,
. FORT DEFIANCE, ARIZONA
The Patterson (N. J. Call has this Mrs. Herbert Denny. Mrs. Grethchen
June. 7, 1923, 8 P. M,
to say about the wonderful picture
Lyon, Dr. and Mrs. Watson (McGaf- SYNOPSIS
"The Dangerous Age" as follows:
Mrs. Rosseau and daughter, Joe
fey,)
Six children start out from school
Cross and family, Ina A; Hall, J. F.
Thousands of local theatre-goer- s
on an expedition into the woods, but attended the initial
e
presentation of Bigley, Fred Mat, L. A. Van
alter some quarreling, separate and
at the Garden dale, J. C. Webster, Wanda Nicols,
Dangerous
wander singly into the borders of an Theatre yesterdayAge
afternoon and last and Mr. and Mrs. Hank Clouson of
Enchanted Wood. Here, by order of evening. The film staged under the Kamah, N. M.
tne fairy yueen, they are lured fur. direction of John M. Stahl and fea- -other on till they sink down exhaust turineEdith Roberts and Cleo Madi-- I Dr. Fred J. Wadford: Chironractor.
ed and are then thrown, into a deep son, was released under the First Booms 6 and 7, Page Building.

it la taken for granted that the low-

er class

J

i I.. .... Jl.

rzkj c:j izz : i

of foreigners and soma belli-co- s
Americans do not care to recoect
nor .obey the Constitution of Cs United States as to the EijUenth
Amendment, and when we htir ob
jections and criticisms from these
classes we consider the aouree.
we hear criticisms
Occasionally
from what could be termed "niimcL
able sources." This is pitiful. We
hear considerable about orohihMnn f.
fleers chasing o n 1 y t h e

t .l
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chaer
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Slate Canh
Gallup
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Have Mere Cent"
'Teach
Your

s

To

Just
Plain Quality
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be
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top of eld walk if such can be
done to meet the required pectnea- -
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Cemmittee.
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The bright summer days are

coming which call for

eye

pro-

tection against sun glare. We
have a complete line of eye
shades and goggles to meet,
every demand. , w

Ars-"Th-

Made for people who don't want
to throw away their money to
pay for premiums, fancy advertising stunts or other expensive
frills just good baking powder
sold in full pound packages at a
fair price,
never fails!
Write for
Cook Book

LVtZxit

ia' beret y given that fciia
received for Puti?f down a
ooncrete aiiswat alori
front f
Crol
the I 0. 0. F.
avtnoi, to so a: out i xaet I
ty
12 feet wide, to eoLfora wi.A tie
town
the
seedficationa required by
Notice

will

d.

It leada to financial independence. It is paved with"
Dollars and Bonds accumulated by systematic saving.' It is a smooth road, easy to travel, and it has
a real destination. Come in and we'll startrou

Crrrn

ATo-- i

Eyes carefully examined and
Glases properly fitted.
Registered Optometrist

sleep by the fairies.
wational Exhibitors' circuit and after
Mother Goose, who is a guest at its presentation here will be shown in
How Much
Court, then requests the pleasure of New York City.
L
into
them
charsuch
transforming
4.000 persons saw
IVIv I
acters of her own rhymes as they theApproximately
performances yesterday after--- WtFREEl
most resemble, and they are roused non ana last n gnt ana it is estimatea
JEWELER and OPTICIAN
to iina themselves Jack Horner. Bo. that nearly a bke number were turn- - whenThe amount of materia, to b
Rumford Chemical Works
paintinf a car natuVaf,
etc. They are kept at their ed away. It became
peep,
necessary early peds upon the size and model of the
East St. Louis, III.
tasks till a rescuing party of Boy last
evening for the manageemnt to car and the number of roata it L to re.
Police, sent by the teachers, comes to
th Job described on an
tneir assistance.
.
-- '"b'""S
-- "
"" average size car the following
The police are also entranced hut
L. J. Dunn and a squad Lri.i.
k-at length all are released and find of men were sent to the theatre.
tou.
.
j
whit. LuA
-their way back to their disconsolate
"'
.r if for ik
Included in the vast thron
were
5 lbs.; whiting,,
er,
21bs.;
putty,
teacher in the morning.
Round Rock and Crown Point is at They are thankful to be their from New York City, .11 of whom i0n7 coach ianan.
l nintow' 9 iZ1'.
RESERVATION NEWS of
Whittier, California, 14 miles from selves once more and ail sit on the
In1nv vamak 1 MHe. MLL1
FIRST SHOW 7:48 P. M.
,
Lot Angeles, an employee of Stand- green bank and sing "Home Sweet
which until yesterM Tgallon
(Herald Correspondence)
Home" before leaving. '
ard Oil Co., at good wages.
day afternoon had been shown only gailon. powdered pumice! 1
SUNDAY
Former citizen .of Galluo. Rev. F.
CAST OF CHARACTERS
the production studios.
Dr. Flanniean. U. S. Veterinarian
hlt. Z&kSS'
paper. r" 00.' 0. 2
A. Green, is now located at Modesto, Children
Aer
"Th
nf
nanirarniia
ia
am
Scott.
Ruth
.
i
Bureau . of Animal Industry, former
Thomas Meighan in
.
.
.
in tne grocery business. LPauline, Albert Hixon, Jesse Moss, those
g
dramas of mar- .1
With bn? M car
j,
mt uauup,
nas located nis amornia,
resilient
THE NE'ER DO WELL
new Presbyterian church re xeaitn uesbah Cleveland and Kee
ine
rVi!
te et h" two
rinfolS
headquartersi at Ft. Defiance,
moving
Cameo Comedy
.
Hahe.
. cently built at Chin Lee. will be dedi
in iLi. necessary
:i
i.:. Aauiiijr
.u.
,:,i, k,.v
j . .nas JU81
Mta
iieie. im..
ine aocior
"BROKE"
cated in September.
Goose
Mother
vivid
most
not
manner.
There
.
a
is
returned from Tuba City, Arizona,
one
and
Badger
rubberset
The new mission of Kirkwood
Cheedesbah Goodluck dull moment during the entire pro- - brush
WEEKLY NEWS
on Animal Inspection. The doctor is
for
the filler. After
Training school is under construction Fairy Gueen
Ason Ayse auction and the audience is swayed the filler applying
an able overseer in the field.
has
been
such a
MONDAY
Little Fairies
. First Grade with emotion throughout. There is a brush will be found applied,
Dr. Montgomery is now in charge at Canfield, Anzona.
very useful for
o
Flower Fairies
decidedlv interesting moral stnrv in
Second
Grade
oi sectarian work at XX, Refinance. RUPERT HUGHES SCORES
dislodging pumice , stone from cre
Repeating"
.
Captain of Police
Dajazza the fflot of the drama which should vices and panel corners during the
Dr. Montgomery's neice goes to Crown
SUNDAY'S PROGRAM
Policement
not
to
Boy
2nd
WITH
fail
interest
and
..1st
HIS
everyone,
cradps
Point as Little Girls' Matron
down processes.
The work
The production will be shown at rubbing
Boy Policement
Miss Ors Knight, former Girls'
man should also supply himself with
TUESDAY
1st and 2nd Grades the popular Market street photoplay a
Rupert Hughes can put more into
Matron at Ft. Defiance School, now
clean chamois, clean sponge, rags,
a motion picture sub-titl- e
Ason Tsehe Benali theatre during the current week and
than many Teacher
M.
water
Production
and
Stahl
John
goes to Valentine as field matron. authors can
cheesecloth,
pails.
into a book. Here are rantomine
Eillen 'Goodluck, there is little doubt but that capa
'
Mrs. Sherman is a new arrival at
o
Stone in
"
Lewis
Featuring
Eilen
some
of the titles from hin latent
Scott, Fannie Harvey, Stella city audiences will witness every pre.
Ft. Defiance as Girls' Matron.
AGE"
DANGEROUS
THE
Genevieve
Goldwyn picture, "Gimme," written Loach,
Ayze, Fannabah sentation. After finishing this week
Supt Peter Parquette, who has in
Chee
DAY
in
Chee
THE
TOPICS
collaboration
this
the
be
OF
will
his
Bab
Shirley,
with
wife:
city
photoplsy
Cronemeyes,
been absent at Rochester, Minn., for
"The chief problem of a woman at and Margaret Wingate,
shown in New York City where
AESOP'S FABLES
a while is expected back again soon, work
Mrs. Hazel Black, thousands of theatre-goe- rs
are an
is to make her employer like quartette
to his office at Ft Defiance.
WEDNESDAY
miss rrorence vesper, John Watch xiously awaiting the initial
Traveling to the Pacific coast ani)
Rev. Smith, Presbyterian Missio- ner nut not too well
back on two Overland chassis on
"There is something so diabolic man ana Jas. j. Miles,
nary of Ft Defiance, who has been abo
Repeating
This picture will be shown at the which were built houses seven feet
sent three weeks, touring the east, about a diamond that it ought to be Dr. Fred
a.
J. Wadford, Chiropractor, Rex theatre next Tuesday and Wed wide and fifteen feet long, and not "THE DANGEROUS AGE"
north and south in interest of reliei- - spelled a
Rooms 6 and 7, Page Building.
spending a dollar on either motor for
nesday.
oua work among the Navajo Indians,
"Only so much footage is allow
THURSDAY
o
repairs, was the satisfying experience
to
even
able
whea
are
ana ine riagstaix Indian Uwilerence
kissage
they
THRU
TRD?
THE
oi
MADE
When
wiison
oi
Illinois.
a
man
here
Astoria,
and
comes
jay
bo
the
starts
censor.
A
grumbles
has returned and reports a wonderful engaged,
Universal Jewel Festering
me nouses were equipped win elec
SAN JUAN BASIN
"The first request for money is as making excuses to eet out of nivhta
interest among the people in the NaEmily FHsroy and Carles
trie
water
he
all
and
has
the
lights,
running
reached
a
bitter
to
bride's
"The Dangerous
lips as the first
Mack is
vajo work. This man is the financial
conveniences of a modern home: and
backbone of the Indian Conference olive. It becomes an easy habit later. Age." Be fair to vourself. Iwwih
A. W. Robertson made a trip thru At
mm
' cari
"DRIVEN"
me
and
oi
eleven
be
in
the
there
party
people
next Tuesday and the San Juan Basin for the Gallup
held' each year, commencing August out its mignty nam to say the first
Saab Pollard Comedy
avan camped out each nitfht durinar
Wednesday at the Rex theatre.
'uimme.'
r lagstan.
Mercantile Company, visiting Cortes,
jsiMr.at and
"A WHITE BLACKSMITH"
enure
uie
"There's many a rhinestone face
trip.
Mrs. Guy Clark, Presbyter- Mancos and other Basin points. Mrr
The itinerary of the fournev includ
Miss Lala Ramos, daughter of Mr Robertson reports a very interesting
uui iiauve iiiisHionarieB ai rt. ueil-anc- e above a diamond brooch.
FRIDAY
ed many side jaunts and the vast mile
have an 8 pound baby girl at "A husband's unforgivable crime is and Mrs. Fred Ramos, is now with trip, and one of. big orders for the
can
comers.
be
covered
age
readily
Danoff
Bros.
to
nome.
leave
his wife shabby among shiny
tneir
Repeating
uongratuiations.
Gallup Mercantile Company.
bended by a detailed sketch of the
Rev. Mitchell of the Ganado Train, people,
"DRIVEN"
tour.
fng class, left for Grand Conference
"Women's favorable indoor sport is
The
cars
started
from
Illi
Astoria,
of the Presbyterian church, to be held swatting other women with insults
SATURDAY
nois, ana traveled across Iowa into
at inaianapons, ind.
disguished as compliments
and
to
Omaha,
Bert
through
Cheyenne,
Lytell in
All Indian schools under Ft De-A wife's extravagance saved her
The continental Divide
Wyoming.
"SHERLOCK BROWN"
nance agency will close the first husband
lot of money for once!
a
was
between
crossed
and
Christie Comedy,
Cheyenne
week in June, and final field sports
can never
again.)"
Laramie, both engines pulling their
"BE YOURSELF"
TJie great pulling power of magazine advertisewill take place at Central grounds, (it"uimme" willhappen
be seen at the Strand
over
the mountains in
WEEKLY NEWS
DuiKy loads'
Ft. Defiance, June 7th. 8th and 9th. next
ments
is
one
reason
so
mail
and
why
many
people
patronize
From
Wednesday.
Tuesday
high gear.
Salt Lake Citv.
Tohatchi, Chin Lee, Crown Point, anctt
. .
..
concerns. Another reason : People with , money
order
0
norm 10 iaano r ails and up into the
COMING SOON:
Diners win oe present. See program J. H. McMabon and family have
west entrance of Yellowstone' narlr.
like to spend it just when and where they "please.
in tnis issue oi The Gallup Herald.
uenver
to
gone
where they will make
Montana
of
through
Butte
in
by
way
Pola Negri in "Bella Donna"
The Northern Presbytery, held at tneir
Without- - appearing dictatorial, may we extend
Mr, McMahon
lutujrei home.
Wallace, Idaho, was the next lan in
Springerville, Arizona, of all mem- owned the Gallup transfer for some
Cecil DeMlll'e "ADAM'S RIB"
the journey. Leaving San Francisco,
an invitation to all, especially to mail order patrons, to
bers, local workers, of all tribes was time.
friends of the family
the return trip was made by way of
, visit our place
our
a great success and advanced work regret Many
and
before
Gloria Sanson in
sending
inspect
goods
to learn that eDnveretaoin'
San Bernardino, across to Arizona and
all along the line.
to learn that Denver is to be
your money out of tqwn. Money sent to other cities
by way of Tucson and Douglas across
"Prodigal Daughters"
Former Indian Trader, E. S. Crum, regret
their home, and wish them well,
is gone. Money spent in Gallup remains! here and
New Mexico into El Paso and Juarez.
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Overland Caravan
Has Notable Record
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TO MAIL ORDER PATRONS

helps in every line of business interest helps schools,
churches and every public, civic commercial and individual interest.
It does not cost one penny to visit our place and
inspect our goods and we take great pleasure in showing our stocks. If you will allow us, we will do our utmost to make your visit to our place one of pleasure,
whether you buy or not. In looking over our stocks
you have one great advantage over reading mail order
advertisements and looking at the pictures of articles
you may want here you can see the goods here you
can handle the goods,, see and examine the fabrics,
the colors and exact styleis the price will take care of
the rest.
.

Watch For The Overland

RED BIRD

''""..

America's First Low Priced English Type Car
Maroon Red Bumpers Nickel Finished Khaki
Top

WILL SOON BE HERE
WE HAVE SOME GOOD BUYS IN USED CARS
FORD DODGE OVERLAND

CHA.

With this appeal and invitation, won't you let us
help you keep your own money af home? When you
can buy the same goods for the same money (often for
less) and eee What you are buying, and buy without
having to wait for parcel post or express deliveries, we
feel that you should give our place first call.
We are anxious to help you help yourselves.

IEHL1L

THE STYLE SHOP

Dealer In

NASH,

T7JLLYS-OVESLAN- D

AUTOMOBILES

'

Outfitters for Women, Misses and Children
Coal Ave. ft Cacond Et J
Gallup, N. IX.

Mexico.

r

-

HMft SALE
.

We

Have

A Good
SIX CYLINDER TRUCK
In Good Running Condition

CEEM

.

